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,
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LOCAL ITEMS.

Jas. G. Boyks, of Ventura,

re-

a pleasant

A thaw

week

Christmas?

Our

Rates of advertising made known on application.
Yearlj advertisers have the privilege of three

changes.

great big stocking had

a

present

It Is reporled lhat fish nets ore set in

Bay and are

The

fish

are taken into the country and
to

import men

to stop this business.

most singular in
Us
as a combined religious, dosixty-five

mestic and merry-making time.

raised every morning.

sold. Guess wo will have

Knigrts of Labor hold their annual

and music and

train for the East.

spoiled the sleighing.

Christmas morning.

bells

its observance and most peculiar in

the
in it

WHOLE

1885.

that his mother, Mrs.

character,
this

ews.

frolicsome mirth ; the day of* all the three

of Subscription.

$1.50 per year if •paid in advance;$1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.

yrrA?t

consecration; the day of both prayer and

Barbara Boyes, of
Andes, N. Y. was dead. He took the first hundred and

Did you pass

26,

ceived a telegram last Tuesday stating feasting; the day of

New Year.

Happy

W. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher.

Mr.

v

N

SATURDAY, DECEMBER

MICH.,

v

.

Christmas! the day in which the old
and »he young, the high and the low, the
rich and the poor, the learned and the unlettered,

the happy and the dejected, the

NO. 6%.

15,

Reading— Matb- II: 1
By Buparintendent.
Binging—Let Every Hearts Tribute Bring.
Recitation— Luke II :
By School.
Singing—Exercise
By infant claifl.
Binglng-To day a Grand. Sweet Anthem.
Recitation— Twas Midnight on Jndea'a Plain.
Recitatlon-Sarpriae
Party for Widow Gray.
Recitation-Widow Gray.
Singing— Thia ChriatmaaNight Wc Gather Here.
Recitation— The ChriatmaaBaby,
Singing—Bell Ringing Song.
Recitation— The PaBBlng Yean.
Recitation— CL.
By School.
Singing— Glory to God in the Highest.

8-18.

Bong,

pe.

'

editor received a fine young hearty one and the invalid,of every rank Gifts from the King:
and standing, within the realms of Chris- Recitation of Scriptaro passages, by Classes.
Newspapers printed on Friday will dressed turkey for a Christmas present. tian civilization,and all equal with the Singing—Carol, Royal ChristmasGift.
Thanks, friend. Later: An office arm
Trio— Joy, Peace and Love.
have to go to press 53 times in
chair. Still later: A bunch of celery. others and earnest and determined, for Choirthe time, to forget the burdens of life, to Grand Finale.
Miss Jennie Ranters is home from the Rural disrricts yet to be heard from.
this
cast away care and grasp so far as they Remarks.
AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruoo St.), whoro advert ulng Rockford Seminary for the Holidays, yf
Singing—Christmastree.
eonttaou majr bo made tot It IN M&W YOiUk*
List of letters remainingin the post- can tbe pleasures they need.

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths pub
lished without charge for subscribers.
HTAI1 advertising bills collectableauarterl

election next Thursday evening.

The

lines,

1886.

^

I

ChristmasBoxes.
Those desiring Now Year Cards should office at Holland,Mich., Dec. 24th, 1885:
Christmas! the day of joy and happiFIRST REFORMED CHURCH
place their orders with us no later than to- Mrs. Lareltie Cbatl'ee, Miss Lucy Hord, ness to the boys and girls; the day of
§tt?tncssi gtortory.
Held their Christmas exercisesin the
W. A. Stanard and Leuis D. Trocker.
day.
manifold gifts and pretty presents;the
College
Chapel on Thursday evening.
Wm. Yerbeek, P. M.
day of St. Nicholas, Santa Claus, Kris
Conaiiiios Hsrchint.
This is the last issue of the News in
The
committee
on decorations deserves
Kringlo, or any other patron salntof fun,
OEACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and 1885. Next Friday being New Year’s R. E. Werkman, of the Phoenix Planmuch
credit
for
the beautiful design
jollity, generosity, stuffedstockings, toys,
dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
ing Mill and lumber yard, received the
market price paid for wheat. Ofllco in Brick Day.
which
was
skilfully
and tastefullyexesweetmeats and the belly-ache; the day of
store,corner Eighth and Fish streets.
contracts for furnishingthe lumber and
cuted.
Four
festoons
were suspended
The great secret of advertising is repe for the building of two new school houses conjuring riddles, forfeits, jokes, laugh
Drugs ssd Medicines.
from the center of the ceiling aboye the
tor, repartee, rides and parties.The hap
tition. Iteration and ro-iterationcompel
on last Tuesday— one in Graafschap and
platform, and hung in gracefulcurves toTNOEBBURG, J 0. Dealer in Drugs and Medlpicst day in the calender to the greatest
attention.
clnes, Painta and Oils, Brushes, &c. Phythe other at Vriesland.
wards the balustrade to which they were
number in Christendom.
•Iciaus prescriptionscarefullyput up. Eighth St.

D

U

.

Brother Houtkamp of the Lake Shore
A few Sabbaths ago Rev. H. D. Jordan
Christmas is pre-eminently the chil- fastened, above the corners of the stage.
Against the two forward festoons was tbe
Commei'dal
made
us
a
pleasant
call
on
clnes.Paints, 011a, etc. Proprietor of Dr. W.
preached on the Prodigal’s Departure and dren’s day in all Christian lands. And it
Van den Berge’s Family Medicines. River Street.
Monday last.
Return. Next Sabbath evening he will is a noteworthy fact that outside of Chris- motto: "Merry Christmas— Happy New
WAL8H, HEBER, Druggist And Pharmacist;a
tendom the happiness of children is but Year,” in letters of gilt on a white back*
The attendanceat the "Fogg’s Ferr’y’ preach to young men. The theme will
ground. Immediately in front of this
iness.
littlecared for. It is only in countries
entertainmentlast week Friday evening be “The good boy that stayed at home,
was the motto, "Welcome,”iho letters of
and was angry when he heard the jollifi- where the birthday of the Babe of Bethlefurniture.
was very light.
hem is held in everlasting and reverent which were made of greenings.The
cation over the Prodigal’s return.”
Ill EVER, BROUWER A 00., Dealers in all
ITl kinds of Furniture, Curtains,Wall Paper, No one can afford to be without the
remembrance, that Christmas day is set background of the platform was of a deliCarpets, Coffins,Picture Frames, etc.; River St.
We
made
a mistake last week in namapart for gifts and all manner of sweet cate blue, trimmed with white gauze, upChicago Weekly Herald, which is sent one
ing
the
price
of
the
Grand
Rapids
Daily
Qenenl Dealers.
ministrationsfor the little ones. The on which gilt stars were scattered. Over
year for One Dollar.
TTAN PUTTEN, Wm.,

Dealer in Drugs, Medl-

V

YTAN PUTTEN,

G. & SONS, GeneralDealers In
Dry Goode, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and
Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.
Hotels,

/

operation for the season.

f^ITY HOTEL, Williams

Bros., Proprietors.
The Heywood Combination will play a
hotel in the city. Is located in the business center of the town and has
return
date at Lyceum Opera House, Frione of the largest and best sample rooms in the
state. Free bus in connection with the hotel.
day evening, January 1st.

\J

The only

first-class

pHGBNIX HOTEL.

It is 50 cents a

cents a week

Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
tory of H. Postma, has gone into business
Located near the C. & W. M. R’y depot, has
Remember to read the advertisemeuts for himself in the Howard building on bowed head may bo laid low by another
facilities for the travelingpublic,and its
table la unsurpassed, Free Imck for accommo- in this issue and to be guided by them in River street. Mr. Vanderven promises to year, and the baby — the little one that

A

n order, beginning with the base:

good

Jeglnnlng, Prince of Peace,

dation of guests.

purchasingHoliday Goods.

make and

Llviry tnd Site Btablei.

TTAVERKATE, G.
JJL

Stable. Fine

ways be relied
hotel.

and Boarding
and good hones can al-

J., Livery

riga

on. On Fish

street, near Scott’s

VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale

The

Stable;

Ninth street, near Market.

Farm implements and machinery. Cor. River and

v

first fire alarm

for

re-

on Wednesday night

ast.

The employees of the Standard Rollar
Mr. De Roo, of the mill

firm, with a fine revolving office chair on

Christmas.

some time was on

X

1)

The open winter prophets are

come

herd, Lamb of God. Morning Star,
)mega, Light, and Vine. This was to
Uustrate one of the exercises of the even-

Tbe dear little dimpled darling,
She ho> ne'er Been CbilBtmaayet.”

sounded

ng.

To

give the decorations a more

pleasing effect a fountain was

made

to

play towards the right of the platform.

trifles,but the children learn to appreciate

that the entertain- the pleasure of giving as well as of receiving. Tbe first entertainmentof the week
ment on New Year’s night, given by|him
was on Wednesday evening at
self and a larger combination, will be an
is

ning to

Witeh»i asd Jmlry.

The

Good Shep-

last

TTREMERS, H.., Physicianand Surgeon. ResThe Post Office will be open on New
Ia. Idence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market St.
Office at the drag store of Kremers A Bangs.. Of- Year’s Day from 9 until 11 o'clock in
fice hoars from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,and from S to 6 p.m
the forenoonand from 2 to 4 o’clock In
VTATES, 0. E.. Physician and Burgeon. Office
wood during his former engagement here
the afternoon.
at residence on the corner of River and
Eleventhstreets,formerly occupied by the late Dr.
Ledeboer.

if

in this city
year, more and more generally observedin
Sunday night at this city, both by the individualand in On either side of the platform stood
about fifteen minutes past six o’clock. public demonstrations. All our churches Christmastrees laden with Santa Claus’*
The alarm was caused by a fire in the with the exception of one, held Christmas gifts to the children. Pursuant to the
second story of the old engine hou|fif- It exercises this week. This custom was program the missionaryboxes were
opened, and it was found that the school
startedTnTfiflflooniefif The' chimney and
only inaugurateda few years since and Is
was speedily put out. Many think it was lecomlng more popular with each sue bad accumulated the sum of $102 during
the work of an incendiaryas a strong ceeding year. The children are brought the past year for missionary purposes.
odor of kerosene was noticed by those together and provided, not only with gifts The Chapel was filled with happy face*
and all seem pleased with the entertainfirst on the scene. The loss is probably
for themselves,but with the moans o‘
ment. The program is given below and
about $10.
making Christmas pleasant to others. The
was faithfullycarried out:
The record made by Mr. Alba Hey- presents given at the churches were only
PROGRAM.

in the tanneries

dills presented

on Eighth street.

the baby’* Blocking,

Be enre you don’t forget

Christmas is, with each succeeding

Ninth Streets.
Phyiloiui.

“Hang np
a trial

in this issue.

and the Standard Roller Mills each
ceived a fine turkey

wasn’t here last year.

prove tbe assertion.See new adver-

The

Kmfaetoriii, Blllt, Shops, Ito.

TTAN RAALTE, B., dealear in

to

in attendance.

The men employed

supply tbe best of cigars for the

market and only desires to be given

Club held a very pleasant
reception at the Opera House last night,
Social

A large number were

m

month or 11^ spirit of Christianityis tbe innocent, this were the words, "Rose of Sharon,”
by mail. The Democrat is teachable, childlike spirit. No wonder, ormed of white cotton batting letters.
rapidly increasing in circulation,and the
then that Christendom is tbe happy land Above all this on tho wall were the titles
agent reports adding a good number to
of childhood,and that Christmas is the of Christ, accordingto Isaiah 9, 5th verse,
the list here when in town last Saturday.
executedin white letters on a background
day of days.
There is every resson, then, for remem- of black. On the rear of the platform
James M. Vanderven, who has until
bering oil; Father, mother, sister, brother, stood an illuminatedpyramid, upon one
recently been employed in the cigar facthe dear old grandparent whose white, of whose faces were the following words

Democrat.

The saw and feed mill of Fairbanks &
Lowing, at Fillmore Center, is now in

begin-

out of their holes. The

sufficient guarantee

weather has been very pleasant and agree- enjoyable one. Mr. Hobart Davis, the
REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and
and
dealer In fancy goods. Corner of Market able this week.
flute soloist, is still with the company.

X>

HOPE CHURCH
as usual

was very elaborate. The In

and Eighth streets.

Invocation.

Anthem-Arise, Shine; for thy Light 1« cornel
Reciution—Old Christmas-Johnny
Vennena.
Music by Bchool-ChrlftmaaBells.
Recitation— Tbe Three Klnge-Alljr8»Ub.
Mnslc— Good news from Bethlehem.
Titles of Cbrlst-Exerclse
by eight boys.
Mnslc— Tbe Lord of Glory Relgna.
Mnslc— On a Still Clear Night.
Recitation— True Chriatmaa Cboer-B. Reldse-

remember Mr. terest manifestedby the children and by
the teachers was even greater than last
Heywood’* "Big Boy” speech and also
out
vulgarity,
go
and
hear
the
Heywood
year. Superintendent Kollen was indedar streets.
his imitation of our water works mocking
ma.
Combination on New Year’s night at Lyfatlguable in bit labors to make the occasMnslc-Christ’iNatal Day.
bird wbislle.
sionone long to be remembered by older Jeana onr Star-Exerciseby 12 girls.
ceum Opera House.
fotirtws.
At a progressive euchre party given by persons as well as by the children. Fully Singing by tbe Infant Class-Jtsas once wai a
'Taxes were paid into our City TreasMr. and Mrs. William Swift of the Park an hour before the time set for the exer- Utile Child.
rapidly
this
week.
After
the
first day
Music- -The Cedars and tbe Pines.
F. A A. X.
Hotel on last Monday evening a very en- cises to begin the pews and aisles were
Recitation— Annle’e and WilUe’a Prayer.— Dent
A Regular Communicationof Unity Lodgi of January there will be added a collec- joyable time was had. Mrs. Rose and
compactly filled by Interested persons. Van den Berg.
No. 191. F. dk A. M., will be held at Masonic Hal
» fee of three per cent.
Holland. Mich., at 7 o'clock,on Wednesday
Mr. Jas. Ryder took first prize. The We were so unfortunate as to be left on
Mnslc— Onr Royal Gbristroaa Gift.
evenings,Jan. 28, Feb. 26, March 26, April 22,
Recitation— Pennlea make Dollara— Belle Stef“Booby” was awarded to Mr. D. L. Boyd the outside but had plenty of good comMay 27. Jane 24, Jaly 22. Ang. 19, Sept. 23, Oct. 21.
In Burma editors receive elephants in
Nor. 18, Dec. 1(^ St. John.s days June 24, and
and
Mrs.
Royce.
It being also tbe birth pany. Tbe church was handsomely decor- fens.
Doc. w.
payment for subscription. In this country
Opening of Missionary Boxes.
D. L. Born. W. M.
day of Mr. Swift the company present ated, and the design of the decorations
the paper itself is about all the elephant
Singing by tbe Infant Claae— Wo wlah yon all a
O. Britman, Ssc'v.
gave him a very fine easy chair. Mr. was entirely new. Over the arch, behind merry Christmas.
the editor cares to keep in stock.
Knights of Labor.
Churchillpresented it with a neat little the pulpit, was placed the motto "Peace Anthem— O, Sing unto the Lord.
Harmony Assembly,No. 8,719, of Holland City,
The Alba Heywood Combination now speech. Mr. Swift thereupon fainted.
Santa Clana, etc.
on Earth” in large white letters on b dark
meet in Odd Fellows’ Hail every week. All comTHIRD REFORMED CHURCH.
includes Mr. George Parks, a xylophone
mnnlcatlonsshould bt> addressed to
blue back-ground. The motto was
Harmony Lock Box,
In the Third 'Church tbe Sunday Scheol
Holland, Mich, soloist. We think this a novelty in muheld their Christmas exercises on Thurssic that has never yet been given in this
day eveniog. The large auditorium of
city.
bung in long festoons from tbe arches in
Tiene and P. Mulder, of Graafschap.
patfects.
the church was full, and the Isles were
the front of the church. From these fesWe are requested to state for the bene- They secured in the neighborhood of $50
filled with chain to accommodate tbe
toons a large bell was suspended, covered
worth of plunder at each place among
fit of the scholars of Miss Walters1 music
many
listeoen who came too late to find
Produce, Eto.
with white and covered with creeping
which
was
about
$20
In
cash.
Tbe
class
that
she
will
bo
here
after
January
1
(WHOLXSAU.)
lilting room In the pews. The building
moss. Upon tbe bell was the motto,
[CorrteUd mm Frida* by E. J. Barrington.)
was trimmed and decorated more beautiand will re organize her pupils for;another thieves were seen to lake tbe early morn"Glory to God In the Highest,” in gilt
Apples, 30c; Beans, $1.00; Batter, 14. 16 eta;
ing train at this place for Grand Rapids.
fully thau ever before. The large winEggs, 18c; Honey, 12c; Onions, 50c; Potatoes term.
letters. A. tree, prettily decorated was
Sheriff Rice of Allegan County has of
dow, about thirty feet in height, behind
A ceuPLE of "cowboys” from the\ fere(j
for th^r capture and sends placed on each aide of a large stage which
RXTAIL.
the pulpit, was entirely covered by a dark
Apples. 40c; Beans, $1.25; Batter, 16c; country held high carnival in the city a deacilptlon of the suspected parti ea/ had been built before the pnlpit. A num
blue cloth, sprinkled with silver stan, and
Eggs, 90c; Honey, 14c; Onions, 60c ; Potatoes, 40c.
her of lamps were suspended above the
last Saturday night. They
—
jr
pyramid in frontof it was loaded down
drain, Feed, Eto.
platform, and made the decorationsvisiA XEBBY XEBBI GHBISTXA3
Esquire Post and deposited $7 each on
ritb good things placed in beautiful little
(WHOLXSAX.I.)
ble from all parts of the boilding. Above
HOLLAND.
Monday.
(Corrected every Friday by W. B. Beach.)
boxea. Above the pyramid waa the motthe motto, "Peace on Earth,” an illumin
Buckwheat, _60c; Bran, JB 100 lb*., 65c; Barley
"We ring tbe bells and we raise the strain,
to. “ Glory to God in the Higbeit," placed
ated star was placed which looked very
About forty names are yet necessary to
We hang ip garlands everywhere,
eld
In large white lettennpon a deep red backbrilliant. Upon the rear of the stage was
complete the lecture coorae list. This afAnd bid the tapers twinkle fair.
ground. On both sides of the pyramid
And feast and frolic—and then we go
a large cross with a crown above it, Urns
fords those who have not yet agreed to
$9.00; ------ - -------- ------- ---------above the doon were placed the mottoes
Back to the same old llvee again.’'
Pearl Barlay , « 100 t>a., $6.00: Rye, »c: Tim- take tickets,an opportunity to help along
symbolizingtbe birth, death, and crown
othy Seed, $2.10; Wheat, white, ®; Red Fulka, 85;
"A Merry Christmas,” and "Christ Is
Christmas I the grandest festival day in
of Christ. The program as carried out la
• good thing.
Red, 87. Corn, ear, 88c.
Lancaster:
Born.”
Two larga trees were brilliantly
all the year hat come and gone. With its
RBTAIL.
as follows:
lit
with
candles, and festoons of everPROGRAM.
Buckwheat, 86c; Bran, V 100 fcs., 75c; Barley, V
The policy holders In the defunct in- many joys, care has been dispelled and

Many in

y^YEflUYSENjIi.,

dealer in Watches,Clocks,

Fob an

this city will

entertainment, full of fun, with-

-

27-y
0uv

t

interviewed

.

7

:

-

r

UB^t

the old were young again.

Marching Song.
Binging—Happy Mealing.

which we spoke a
Chriatmaa! the day of the Holy Nafew weeks ago, are requested to meet at
the (tore of Mr. John Peasink on next tivity; the dur sacred in the annals of the Choir—
,00o; Timothy
church; the day of devotionand spiritual Binging—Again tbe ChrUtmaa
Monday evening.
surance company, of

Prayer•.

mst

greens were ibundsnt aronnd the church.

W$a-‘

'

The exercises were opened with singing
By Pastor,

Time* art bera.

V

,

by the school

and prayer by tbe

pastor.

{Continued on fourth page.))
'
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ADDITIONAL NEWS,

over $07,000. One of these drafts, for
$21,437.60, was discountedby the Bank
of California.... boy at Youngs-

$mt.

The leaders of the Salvation Army at
London presented to tho Home Secretary a
petition a mile and a half long, bearing
200,000signaturesand weighing 560 pounds.
This formidable document asks tho release
from prison of Editor Stead of the Pall
Mall Gazette and Mrs. Rabecca Jar-

A

town, Ohio, named Frank

Burnett,
possesses such electrical power as to
cause chairs and tables to dance at his approach. Ho is to ho examined by medical
experts . .Natural gas has been found in
several localities in Indiana,and there is
considerable excitement on the subject.
Fire broke out in the four-story brick
building at the corner of Michigan street

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

.

.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

.

rett, who

.

aro in jail for

Orange Lodge

Gladstone Heady to Give Ireland
Detroit Family of Four Persons

of

Powers.

House.

The British Kingdom Greatly Agitated:
Over the Sudden Turn of

ab-

Oregon Crazy Woman’s

..

meeting held in Dublin, issued a manifesto

and LaSalle avenue, Chicago, owned by
Oberne, Hosick & Co., and occupied by
them as a tallow, hide, and wool warehouse, and it was completelydestroyed.

Parliament with Sweeping

Perish in Their Burning

.The Grand
Ireland, at a

ducting Eliza Armstrong.

PARNELL’S VICTORY.

FOOD FOR FLAMES.

j

Act-Other

Fatalities

Insane

by

Affairs.

addressed to the Orangemen of Great
Fire.
Britain,protestingagainst complying with,
A Conflict of Opinion Among Political'.
the demands of the Parnellites. . .The
Mb. Tellkb introduced a bill in tho ’Senate, on
A
DETROIT
FAMILY
CREMATED.
four children bitten by a mad-dog at NewLeaden— The Editon Much
The loss is estimated at $316,000.
the Ifith inet, to proTide for the free and unlimark, N. J., recently,have arrived in Paris,
Frank
Knoch,
His
Wife,
and
Two
ChUdren
ited coinage of the eilver doUar. Mr. Sawyer
Excited.
and are under treatment by M. Pasteur, the
Perish in Their Hunting Building.
presented a measure for the purchase of the
hydrophobia
specialist.
Sturgeon Bay Canal Ur. Butler offered a
Detroit special.
London dispatch.
resolutiondirectingthe Committeeon TerOn a charge of disorderly conduct in
The
house
of Frank Knoch, a market
The
value
of
the
property
left
by
the
ritoriesto report by what authority a LegisMr.
Parnell
has won. There is no longerwhich Chief of Police Connelly was a parlature has been organisedin the Territory of late Gen. Toombs is variously estimated at
gardener living in the suburbs of Detroit,
any
doubt
that
Mr. Gladstonewill concede
Dakota. A message from the Presidentwas reticipant, Col. E. C. Bluffy, assistant city
was destroyed by fire at on early hour this home rule of a sweeping kind. Of course
ceived. asking authority to use certain funds for from $300,000 to $500,000. In a recent ineditor of the Constitution,was fined at Atthe relief of the Cheyenne Indians. When Mr.
terview, one of the most noted sayings atmorning. In the flames perished Frank the details of the eventual compromise are
Hoar’s Presidentialsuccession bill came up,
lanta, Ga., $10 and costs, Connelly being
Messrs. Maxey, Beok, Edmunds, and Morgan tributed to Gen. Toombs was- repudiated let off upon paying costs. The editor had
Knoch, aged 26; Susan Whitman Knoch, unknowable, but it is believed that, beyond. '
voiced their views. The House passed the Sen- by him in the following language: “I
challenged
the
policeman
to
fight
a
duel,
his wife, aged 22; George Knoch, their eld- stipulatingfor free trade and exacting guarate bill removing the political disabilities of
never said that I would live to call the roll
Alexander B. Lawton, of Georgia, and devoted
but the latter declined.
est child, aged 3 years; Frank Albert antees of nrotestion for the loyal minority
the remainder of the day to discussion of the of my slaves at the foot of Bunker Hill
in Ireland, everything will be yielded to*
Articles consolidating the Milwaukee Knoch, a babe.
Monument. That was a fancy lie started
proposed rules.
Mr. Parnell. As the Gladstoneprogrommo
and Dubuque and the Bureau and NorthMb. Hoab’s Presidential succession bill by Jack Hale, of New Hampshire.”
The origin of tho fire, the hour of its be- is outlined, it contains & proviso that IreThe Queen and Crescent Bailway sys- western Roads have been filed at Madison, ginning, or any of the circumstances land shall continue to send members to*
passed the Senate on the 17th after an able argu.mentinits favor by Hr. Evarts. In a debate tem has recorded in various parishes of Wis. The object is to construct a railway attending its outbreak, or the efforts Westminster, but it is likely that he will
from Milwaukee to St. Louis, to bo called of the family to escape, are alike give way on this point, as the Irish,
the resolution regarding the unauthorized
Louisiana a mortgage on its roadbed and
'erganiratlon of a State government for Dakota,
the Milwaukee,Peoria and St. Louis Road, unknown. The fact or the sad fate do not wish imperial representation.
Mr. Butler declared that no question cars for $1,323,000,in favor of a New York with a capital stock of $6,000,000
A of the entire family is apparent in the There will be a Dublin Parliamentsupreme
•of politics was involved, and asked if trust company. .. .Milton Young, of Lexboiler explosionin Trebien’s distillery at
three charred and blackened bodies, out of over Irish affairs, over the police, taxation,
'Mr. Harrison would sustain similar action by
ington, Ky., sold twentv-threethorough- Dayton, Ohio, killed two workmen and se- which every semblance of humanity has
'the Territory of Utah. John Hippie Mitchell, of
courts, and all internal matters. This
Oregon, was sworn in. Bills were introduced bred horses for $56,200, every prominent riously injured several others, one being disappeared. These are the bodies of the seems certain. But how it will be brought
for the sale of the Cherokee reservationin stable in the country having a representablown severalhundred feet into the river. father, mother, and one of the children— about is doubtful.
to encourage the erection -of monutive present. Bokrupt, for which $8,000
ments on Revolutionarybattle fields to locate a
There is no question of Mr. Gladstone’s
The Issue of standard silver dollarsdur- which one it would bo impossible to say,
branch soldiers’home, costing t25J,000,in the was refused last year, brought $6,700. ing the week ended Dec. 19 was 629,211. for the shriveled little form has nothing ability to carry the great bulk of the LibHorthwest; to provide for the issuo of silver Troubadour went at $7,050.
The issue during the corresponding period distinctive. A few bones of the back and erals for the measures, as the Liberah
certificates: for the warehousing of fruit
a twisted limb are about all that remain. papers ore rapidly vanltingto the home•bnmdy, and to bridge the Missouri at Pierre.
of last year was 454,995.
The House of Representativeswas principally
Nothing could be more horrible than the rule side, but whether it will be done while
occupied in the discussion of the revision of the
The feature of tho Senate proceedingson the sight of these remains as they were laid the Liberals are in opposition or after their
rules. All amendments to the committee’s reThe recent rulings of Land Commission- 21st of December was tho carefullyprepared together in a heap beside the smoldering return to power is not seen. It must be
•porfcwere voted down by a decided majority, but
mins in which the search for the other remembered, too, that Lord Salisbury has-without taking final action the House adjourned. er Sparks have created great excitement attack of Senator Bock upDn the financial
child was being prosecuted.
it in his power to dissolve Parliamentbe~
policy of tho administration.Mr. Beck believes
A bill making it unlawful for a Senator or
among Dakota homesteaders.
that tho word “coin" used in section 3694 of the
It is learned that B. Joseph Kana, George
fore the thing is done, and it is quite likely
Representativein Congress to recommend or
Senator Cullom’s bill to reimburse Revised Statutes means silver as well os gold Laurain, and James Whipple were return- that he will do this, going to the conntry on
solicitappointmentsto office, was introduced in
coin, and he thereforeintroduceda resolution
ing from their lodge meeting about 1:30 a strenuousanti-Irish cry. There is iminstructing tho Finance Committee to inquire
the Senate by Mr. Hampton, of South Carolina, the States for interest paid on war loans
on the 18th Inst A bill was passed to pension has been reported favorably by the Com- whether tho coin paid for customs duties o’clock. The house of Knoch was burning mense excitement in London over the news.
Mrs. Grant at the rate of *5,000 per year. Mr.
under the section hng been set apart and they raised the alarm; but it was too A dispatch from Dublin says tho publiafor the payment of tho interest on United States
Beck offered a resolution specifying the use to mittee on Claims. The bill directs the set•be made of coin receivedfor customs tlement of all claims for interest upon bonds and to the payment of one per centum of late. The entire structure was in flames, there is intensely enthusiastic.
and by the time they reached it the roof
The following additional telegramwas
duties. Mr. Sherman introduced a bill to
the entire debt of the United States made in each
pay royaltiesto the widow of Admiral loans borrowed and expended for the year as a sinking fund, and if this had not hear- had fallen in and the walls had begun to received from Mr. Gladstone at a late hour
Dahlgren for the use of artillery patents. use and benefitof the United States under tofore been done to report a bill for tho enforcefall. There was nothing to bo done in the last night:
Mr Beck offered a resolutionto allow the widow the act of July 27, 1861, to indemnify the ment of tho law. Tho Kentucky Senatorspoke
way of suppressing the flames. Tho water
“My reply in regard to the Standards
of Minister Phelps a year’s salary for services
for
an
hour
upon
this
resolution,
and
in
States for expenses incurred in defense of
in Peru. Mr. Ingalls introduceda moasuro to
the course of his remarks charged that supply was limited to tho well, which was statements applies also to those of the Pall
the United States. Interestto be computed tho Secretary of tho Treasury had deliberprevent the Illegal Inclosure of public lands.
inclosed in a kitchen. The creek below Mail Gazette and Daily News. Although*
The House of Representativesamended the at the rate paid by the State, not to exceed ately violated this provision;that ho was was a full quarter of a mile distant and thoso statementswere unauthorized, prorules in substantial accordancewith the report 6 per cent.
administeringtho Treasury in tho specialincovered with ice, and the men were help- posals may conveniently bo canvassed.
Of the committee,thus distributing the approterest of national banks, and that he was, also,
Bepresentative Payson, of Illinois, in the same interest discriminatingagainst sil- less. They gathered snow and ice and atpriation bills among seven committees. The
“Only an Irish Parliament will meet theSenate bill to give Mrs. Grant a pension of *5,000 says that settlers out West are needlessly
ver. Tho Senatordeclared, with great earnesttempted to beat out the flames, but their case. Local councils, etc., would be useper annum was passed.
ness of manner, that he would enforce fine and
alarmed on account of the recent decision imprisonment upon any officer who would thus efforts were futile. For a moment the less. Tho right to veto tho acts of an Irish*
Ib the House of Representatives, at its session
floor of the house withstood the flames, and
ministry would be an illusion. I proviolate the law. Beck was so vehement in manner
on the 19th, Mr. Morrison, of Hlinois, from the of the Supreme Court that technically the and so blunt in language that upon tho conclu- in that instimt they saw the remains of the pose instead the exerciseof sovereign,
Committee on Rules, reporteda resolution for titles of the railroad lands which have been sion Of his remarks tho Senators on both sides
family, which almost immediately sank power on the part of a Minister responsisold by railroad companies to settlers, but wore too much surprised to make any response.
the creation of the following select committees
into the cellar. Willing hands cast aside l)le to the ImperialParliament. The sugMr. Merrill said that tho speech practically
have
not
yet
been
patented,
still
rest
in
the
On the election of President and Vice President
tho charred rafters and beams, and in a gestion of an Irish privy council is uncharged tho Secretary of tbs Treasury with beof the United States,on reform in the civil ser- United States.
ing a thief, and tho President of the United
few minutes the ladies of Knoch and worthy of attention. The privy council?
vice, on ship building and ship owning interStates with being in collusion with him; and
his wife, apparently clasped in each sun ives only as a relic. The substituteisesta, on alcoholic liquor traffic, and on ventilathat, as no Democratic Senator seemed ready to
tion and acoustics of the House. The resolution
other’s embrace, were exposed. The a cabinet. The questions of commerce and.
defend the administrationagainst tho terrible
was adopted.RepresentativeLevering prearraignment,he moved that tho Senate proceed effort to lift them out was attended police are difficult ones, but with limitasented a petition by Col. David P. Hussey,
The President has appointed John Bige- to tho considerationof executive business, with difficulty, as they crumbled away on tions I believe that home-rale may safely
Third MassachusettsCavalry, and sixty
which motion was adopted. In tho House of being touched. But *by slipping beneath be granted, and that it would tend to raise*
others, survivors of the stormingcolumn known low AssistantTreasurer of the United
Representatives,
under a call of the States, a
as the "Forlorn Hope,'* organized for assault
them some planks they were taken up tho character of the Irish members.”
upon Port Hudson,La., Juno 15, 1863, praying States at New York, and Franz Sigel to be perfect flood of bills rained upon tho Speaker's and brought into tho snow. Then it was
Tho Press Associationsays that Mrdesk.
More
than
1,091 were introduced, and tho
Congress to grant them medals, os promised Pension Agent at New York. An Associcall was suspended when Maine was reached. seen that the body of a child was between Gladstone, foreseetog tho increase in.
order of Gen. Banks. The Senate
in the general
_
ated Press dispatch from Washington says: Inclosed in the list ore tho following: For the
was not
not in session.
them, but only one. Shortly after ten strengthof the Parnell party, drafted a.
relief of Fitz John Porter, to suspend the coinGen. Logan is quoted as saying that ho is
o’clock the searchers came to what they scheme four months ago for the self-govcreditedwith much greater animositytoward age of tho silver dollar,to pay Government employes wages witheld in violation of tho eightsupposed to be the remains of tho other ernment of Ireland, according to which,
EAST.
the administrationthan he really entertains.
He said, with a great deal of emphasis, that his hour law, to limit tho disposal of tho public child. There was scarcely anything left; the power of veto by tho Crown could be
lands,
to
establish
postal
telegraph,
are trying to put him in this foolish poWater flowing from a pool on the sur- enemies
for tho unrestricted coinage of tho silver certainlynothing by which it could be dis- exercisedonly on the advice of a privy
sition. “I have no fight with the administradollar, for tho constructionof tho Hennepin tinguished as being the younger or older council convened especially to discuss
face flooded No. 1 slope of the Susque- tion," said he. “I am not taking charge of all
Canal, to establish a Sub-Treasuryat Loaisville,
One. What remained was taken out and the subject in question. The other pointsthe cases which ore to be fonght. I said dishanna Coal Company’s mine at Nanticoke, tinctlyin a speech which I made in Now York to enable tho people of Dakota to form a con- placed with the rest. The Knoch family in the scheme were the same ns already
stitution,and to create tho Territoryof Oklawere sober, industrious German Lutheran published..The project was submitted to a.,
Pa., in which there were at the time nearly during the campaign that I should consider the homa. Ten measuresaffecting railway land
nominations of Mr. Clevelandin exactly
few political friends of Mr. Gladstone.
grants were also introduced. Both houses adpeople.
1,000 men and boys. All made harried es- the same spirit as if they were nominaiournod until Jan. 5. - Tho President sent tho
Frank Knoch was known to have money Since tho elections there have been no
tions from the hands of a RepublicanPresident,
capes save a band of thirty men, work- I shall vote for the confirmationof all men followingnow nominations of Postmasters to
in the house, which he had been saving to formal consultationson tho subject, and it
the Senate on tho21r,t:At Fairmount, W. Va.,
ing in . the Boss seam, who were
make some payments. The searchers in is not known whether or not the details off
Newton S. Barnes ; Jackson, Tenn.,R. R. Dashicl ;
cut off by the water and an accumuPeoria, HI, John Warner; Mt. Pleasant,Mich.,
the mins found a revolver, and it is said the scheme have since been modified. Itlation of rubbish. Their condition at this
Knoch never owned one. These two facts is supposed that Mr. Goschen, who is aland be allowed to answer the charges. I shall Fred A. Stebbins Evansville, Wis., James V. N.
writing is unknown, but there is said to bo oppose only the confirmationof men that I
Bonn; Nevada, Mo., Win. U. Crockett;Oxford,
led to the suspicion that murder was com- most certain to bo Chancellor of the Exno danger of the men being suffocated ____ would oppose if nominated under a Republican Pa., Samuel H. Smith; Weatherford,Tex., N. B.
mitted for tho sake of robbery, and tha chequer in the next Gladstone Cabinet, will!
; Wauseon, Ohio, George Haumeslcr
John Hannon, a new York schoolboy aged administration.This ia the whole of my posi- Johnson
Canton,
Ohio,
William
Archival;
Delaware,
building
then fired to cover up tho crima. support the scheme.
12 years, was arraignedin court for the tion. People that represent me as going around Ohio, David A. Starke; Ottawa, 111., William
Tho Standard deploresMr. Gladstone’strying to pick a quarrel with the administraThe position in which the ashes of the famthird time upon a charge of attempting to tion for tho purpose of making politicalcapital
Osman Batavia, III, Willis S. Grimes ; Amboy,
political profligacy.
ily were lying would seem to oppose this
111.,George E. Young; Mason City, 111., William
take his own life. His course has resulted aro simply liars and mischief-makers.”
Tho Morning Post predicts civil war.
A. Mehan; Maywood, III., Samuel S. Kemp; opinion. However, nothing is definitely
from his dislike for school ____ Hiland Hall,
Mount Carroll, 111., William P. Baird; known, everything about the house having
The Times says: “The real danger is that,,
OX- Governorof Vermont, died very suddenMount Morris, III, Henry Sharer; Effing- been completely consumed. One body was amid endless protestationsagainst separaham, 111., Charles Kelly; Macomb, HI.,
ly at Springfield, Mass. He was 90 years old,
Thomas Philpot; Hyde Park, 111., Edwin 8. not at first found, and it was thought the tion and illusory safeguardsof imperial
and was in his usual heath up to the time
The unsettled state of affairs in Mexico Hawley; Vanu alia, III, Sidney B. Stout ;Shol- flames had entirely devoured it. Later tho unity, tho control of tho Commons will be
of his death.
byville,Ky., Joseph N. Bell; Howell, Mich., searchersfound tho crumbling ashes of gone, and will never be recovered except by
The city of Elizabethport, N. J., levied is said to be dne to a rupture of friendlyre- Isaac W. Bush; Niles, Mien., William J. Ed- what had once been the youngest child.
' Id. civil war. We trust Englishmen will see
wards; Stanton, Mich., Patrick H. McGarry;
on the effects of the Singer Sewing Ma- lations between Diaz and Gonzales. The Denison, Iowa, O. B. Keith; Oskaloosa,Iowa,
The Coroner’s jury met and adjourned this before it is too late. It would be better to cut off connection absolutely and to*
till later in the week.
chine Company, and the works were closed. former is creditedwith scheming to secure William T. Smith ; Hampton. Iowa, Oscar B.
Hauunon Little Rock, Ark., Thomas W. Newprepare for dealing with Ireland ns an open*
There Is a quarrelbetween the city and the tho election of Rubio, his father-in-law, as ton.
roe than to arm traitors by the farce of prethe next President of tho Republic.
A
CRAZY
WOMAN'S
DEED.
company, it appears, and the former is
tending to maintain unity without the powerIrving Miller, having returned to Inlargely m debt to the latter and refused to
She Fires Her House am! Cremates Herself to enforce a single law disapproved at DubTHE
MARKETS.
and Four Children.
credit the taxes due by the compauy on ac- dianapolisfrom Brazil, states that only
lin.”
count. . .Henry T. Coleman, a prominent about fifty familiesremain of the SouthernOlympia (Wash. Tor.) telegram.
NEW YORK.
Bir Charles Dilke, in a speech at Chelsea
S4.00
Beeves ...........................
lawyer of Philadelphia,has purchasedthe
last night,
anger at tho action off
At Long Prairie, about eight miles from ______
„ ,expressed
.
ers who emigrated thither after the fall of
3.75
Bonaparte estate of two hundred acres at
this place, a deplorable event occurred, tho conservatives in rejectingprofleredsnpWheat No. 1 White ............. .95 ft .97
tho
confederacy,
and
they
have
all
lost
their
Bordentown, N. J., and will restore the
,r
...
port. He said it was impossiblo; for Loro.
Ne. 2 Red ............... .92!* <4 .'.'3)4
dilapidated honses and preserve the histor- means in an attempt to raise cotton. . .A
Mrs. Miner, a relative of Mr. David Cham- 6aiiBbnry to eipeet the Liberali to give
.52
Cohn— No. ...................... .50
Oats White ..................... .K8 & .43
ical features of the place ____ In the Court destructivefire m St. Francis Xavier street,
bers, bad for some time manifestedsymp- him a vote of confidence in addition to per9.75 (S 10.50
of Common Pleas*, at Philadelphia, the Montreal, destroyed the premises of tho Poiik— Mess ......................
toms of insanity,and, accordingto report, mitting him to remain in power. Sir
CHICAGO.
preliminaryinjunction restraining the McDougall, Logie «fc Co., oil merchants, Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 5.5) @ C.75
she last evening saturated papers with coal Charles adhered to the views previously
whose
loss
was
$100,000.
The
total
loss
5.0)
American Association from expelling the
Good Shipping ......... 4.41
expressed by him on tho Irish question.
oil and distributedthem aronnd the house,
Common ............... 3.45 « 3.75
MetropolitanClub of Now York, was con- was over $150,000 ____ The lumber firm of W
telling
one
of
her
children,
on
inquiry,
C. Hyatt & Co., of Detroit, has suspended Hons .............................3.50 1{T. 4.25
Opinions of Various Leaders.
tinued.
that she was wetting them with water.
W 5.50
)ayment on paper estimated at $175,000. Floub— Extra Spring ............ 4.7.1
1 London special. *
Choice Winter ......... 4.50 & 5.00
An assignment was made by R. Conr- Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............ .84 & .81 Vj Early this morning she made the reThe
opinions
of various leaders haveteau & Co., cigar manufacturersat Mpn- Cobs— No. ..................... .39 («> .39!$ mark that she was about to destroy the been sought on the subject of the Irish*
whole
family, and her husband, fearing
Oats—
No.
......................
.28
(4
.28)$
treal, with liabilities of $40,000 — The
that she was about to attempt his life, pro- homo-rule proposals, which have caused
Since the opening of tho winter pack- Jnited States steamer Dolphin has left her Rye— No. ....................... .59 (<4 .61
great sensation in politicalcircles. ThoBaHLEY— No. 2..;. ............... .64 & .66
ceeded to put her out of the room, but on
ing season, the average daily receipts of anchorage in the Brooklyn navy yard for Bdtteb— Choice Creamery ...... .30 $ .33
PaH Mall Gazette having alleged that Earb
opening
the
door
discovered
the
house
in
Fine Dairy ............. .20 $ .23
ler trial trip. She will be out on her
Bpencer had acquiescedin the scheme*
hogs at Chicago have been 40,000 head.
Cheese— Full Cream, new ....... .09)40 .10)4 flumes. Reaching the front door with one
cruise about sixty days.
Earl Spencer telegraphs:“No scheme off
C. D. Hess commenced in the Superior
Skimmed Flats ........ .06 (4 .07
of his children,he found it locked and the
home rule has received my approval.”
Eoos— Fresh .................... .22 (ft .43
key removed; thereupon he ran to the back
Court at Chicago ft snit for $25,000
Potatoes— Choice, per bu ........
.60 & .65
Mr. Childers telegraphsthat ho has no*
door
and
found
it
nailed
up.
Finally
he'
damages for slander against Lillian Bussell
9.25
Pome— Moss ......................8.75
knowledge whateverof Gladstone’s alleged
and
his
little
daughter
succeeded
in
escapMILWAUKEE.
and her husband, Edward Solomon ____
2 .................... .82
ft .83
ing through a window, but were, both badly
Two murderers at Carrollton, Missouri, The evidence accumulatesthat the Wheat-No.
Coux— No. ...................... .39 ft .10
burned. The. unfortunate woman, with her ^fiSrCharlesDilke says it is prematuretobeing dissatisfied with the sentence English Liberals are formulating a scheme OAT'S— No. ...................... .27 ft .‘29
four other children, was burned to death. discuss the subject.
imprisonment for life, secured
Rye— No. ....................... .59 ft .61
Mr. Healy says he cannot express an.
a new trial. The jury convicted them for the creation of an Irish Parliament, by Pohk— Now Mess ................ 9.75 ftl0.25
opinion on tho subject before his party*
TOLEDO.
which
the
authority
of
the
Crown
and
tho
of murder in the first degree, and Judge
LOCKED THE DOOR.
Wheat— No. .................... .91 ft .92
meets*
Davis fixed March 12 os the day of their supremacy of the Imperial Parliamentare Cohn— No. ...................... .38 ft .39
Mr. O’Connor declares that Ireland will',
A Colored Father's Imprisoned Children
execution. . .The Hon. Wm. Pitt Lynde, to be secured. .The Bank of England has Oath-No.2, ..................... .30 ft .31
not be satisfied with less than Canada enadvanced
the
rate
of
discount
from
3
to
4
ISurned
to
Death.
ST.
LOUIS.
a well-known lawyer and prominentcitizen
joys, and will not contribute to tho British..
heat— No. 2 Rod ............... .92 ft .94
Starkvillo (Miss.) dispatch.
of Milwaukee died in that city last week, per cent.... Heavy snows are reported in W
Corn— Mixed .................... .32 ft .33
tho
south
of
Italy.
.
.By
the
recent
cyclone
aged 68 years. Mr. Lynde was bom in
A negro man, by tho name of Bladen, exchequer.
OATB-Mixed ..................... .27 ft .28
Mayor Sullivan,of Dublin says: “L
Homer, N. Y.t graduated at Yale College at Aspinwallfifteen vessels sunk with their Pohk— Now Mess ............... 9.75 ft 10.25
living near Starkville,absented himself cannot understand how any assembly can
CINCINNATI
in 1838, was admitted to the New York bar crews.
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... .92 ft .94
from his home several hours, locking his save what landlords call their iaiterests.
in 1841, and went to Wisconsin to reside in
The Parnell party has issued to tho elec- Cohn— No. ...................... .36 ft .87
1842. He was Attorney General of the tors of Great Britain and Ireland a mani- Oatb-No. ...................... .32 ft .32)$ three little children in the house. When They will perish by the inexorablelaw off'
he returned the buildingwas reduced to nature. The minorities creed of politics is*
Pohk— Mess ......................
10.00 ftlO.50
State in 1844. In 1845 President Polk apfesto charging tho Liberals with having Live Hoob .......................3.50 ft 4.00
ashes, and all that was left of his children as safe in Ireland as in England. Larger
pointed him United States Distnct
DETROPr.
home rule will be certain to work satisfacwore a few bones and charred flefth.
Attorney for Wisconsin. In 1848, on violated their pledges to Erin, and urging Beef Cattle ............
........ 4.50 ft 5.50
torily to both parties,*1
that
only
such
Liberals
or
Radicals
as
are
the admission of Wisconsin as
Hoas .............................2.50 ft 3.75
DEADLY GASOLINE,
State, he was elected 'to the Thir- listed by the branches of the Nationalists' Sheep ............................2.50 ft 3.50
Queen Victorto Accepts the Inevitable.
tieth Congress as a Democrat, being Society should be supported for Parlia- Wheat-No. 1 White ............ .90 ft .91
London dispatch.
A Little Boy Burned to a Crisp at CleveCohn— No. 2 ...................... .36 ft .37
ment.’
It
has
been
arranged
to
disone of the three Representatives sent from
land.
Oats— No. ...................... .31 ft .33
It is understoodthat the Queen has intithe State at the time. In 1860 Mr. Lynde tribute the manifesto at the church
INDIANAPOLIS.
Cleveland dispatch.
mated her approval of the introduction,
was elected Mavor of Milwaukee.He doors throughout Ireland — It is said Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... .90 ft .91
William
White,
a telegraph operator, into the Imperial Parliament of a suitableft
.33
Cohn—
New
.......................
.39
terserved as Assemblyman in 1836 and as State that France has resolved
Oats—No. .......
22 <i9 .80
living at No. 3G Ontario street, was engaged measure with provisions securingimperial
Senator in 1868 and 1869. He was elected minate the Madagascar expedition, peace
EAST LIBERTY.
control of a Parliament created for IrelanAnegotiations
having
been
commenced
with
Cattle— Best ....................4.50
5.23
to the Forty-fourth Congress over Harrison
in cleaning his little son’s dress with gaso4.60
Fair .................... 4.00
Ludihgton and to the Forty-fifthCongress the Hovas....Thesteamship, a Iberian
line. The father had stepped from
_
a n
’Common ...... .........2.50 4.00
room for on instant, and when he returned , A. CLOTH company m Gmiitevillc, 8. C.,
over the late William E. Smith. He had British vessel,is ashore is Donmonns Bay, Ho OH .............................8.75 & 4.96
Ireland. She will be a total loss. Her Sheep ............................8.00 @4.00
he found that the fluid had ignited,and 13 working on orders riom China.
held no public office for several years*
BUFFALO.
that his child, aged three year., had
CB0Bg.TIE9
estimated to cost th»California banks hold for collection cargo is worth $200,000..... It Is reported Wheat-No. 1 „
Hard ............. .08 & .99
it to
forged drafts on the Camaen Consolidated
Sop^tii^bloodSed in the Cohn .........................../ .41 @ .48
tZhoSoTtS'
W“
KiU-road. of thi. country $0,000,000.
Cattle .................. ..... . 6.00 @6.00
Oil Company of Parkersburg, W. Va., for J Balkans. „
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dence to the lady whom she had befriended, at her request,and thought
po more of it. A day or two ago Mbs
Jones received a letter from
lawyer, stating that

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

wealthy lady of that

by

the

city,

a

-Rabbit-huntingis the popular sport in

A

Sleeping-Car Telescoped by a Loco-

Buffalo

death

of

motive and Twelve of the Inmates Scalded to Death.

a

a Scheme In San Franto Kill Off Many

West Bay City.

Leading Men*

in her 103d year.

Discovery of
cisco

she was heir-

—Mrs. Nancy Connors died

at

Stanwood,

'

— Herdio coaches now run between East
ess to $50,000. The lady who be- Four Others Fatally and Ten Seriously
Saginaw
and Saginaw City.
Buffalo is afflicted with a suicidal queathed the money was the person
Judges, Congressmen, Capitalists, and
Injured— Heart-Bending Scenes
—The Clinton cider mill has manufacsnania. During the past year more whom Miss Jones assisted.
Publio Officials to Be Dynamited
at the Wreck.
tured 4,000 barrels of cider this season.
persons resorted to self-destruction
to Death.
An item is going the ronnds to the
than ever before. The favorite method
—The Michigan Grange reports 552
Atlanta (Ga.) telegram.
has been by shooting; the next most following effect: “A Chinese banker,
lodges in the State, with a membership of
A frightful collision occurred on the
Ban Franciscodispatch.
^vcceptableway has been by drowning. Han Qua, of Canton, is said to be the Georgia Pacific Railroad, about fifteen
One of the most sensational and startling 15,000.
miles from Atlanta. Thirteen lives were
The suicides have been for love, polit- wealthiestman in the world. He pays
plots for wholesale assassination of the
—White Pigeon, St. Joseph County, is a
taxes upon an estate of $450,000,000, lost, and three persons were so badly inical disappointment, business troubles,
most prominent men in this city came to town of 1,400 inhabitants, and has no
jured that it is thought death will result.
and is estimated to be worth $1,400,The East Tennessee and Georgia Pacific light here to-night. Some time ago the
=and poverty.
awyer.
000,000.” Upon this statement George Roads use the same track from Atlanta to police obtained information of the exist—A vein of brine containing CO per cent,
Much is anticipated of the great I Francis Train comments thus in the Austell, where they diverge, one going ence of an organization called “The Socialwest and the other north. Thev, however,
of salt was struck at 8t. Igaaoe, at a depth
Scotch colony which is about to be I New York Sun: “In a country where leave the city from different depots and istic RevolutionaryAssociation,”which, it
of 530 feet.
planted in Florida. The first division, they use 1,600 coppers— ‘cash,’ so meet just at the city limits, and from there was asserted, was comprised of ultra—Two new manufactorieswill start in
'Composed of fifty families, will sail called— to a dollar, larger coins are they both use the same track to Austell. socialistio members. A close watch was
Just one mile east of Austell,toward At- kept on their movements, and the police Owosso— a window-curtainroller factory
from Glasgow on the 26th. These im- overestimated.A guest of old Howlanta, is a water-tank used by finally succeededin obtaining the minutes and a barrel factor)'.
migrants own the land to which they qua— not Han Qua— three decades ago the Georgia Pacific. The night pas- of one of their meetings, held Nov. 23.
From these facts it was discovered that
—Althoughone hundred years old, Mrs.
are coming, and, in addition, are well at Canton, and later of his sons, I saw senger train of the Georgia Pacific
it was the intention of the associationto
Deantba Jones, of Batavia, Branch County,
supplied with money. Fully a thou- his wonderful gardens and beautiful leaves here at 10 o’clock and the East
Tennessee train leaves at 10:45 o'clock. put out of the way about twenty men, insand families, in all, will como.
grounds. He was a life-long friend of Last night, however, the Georgia Pacific cluding W. T. Coleman, Congressman W. bus never known the need of spectacles.
—Professor Cheever, of the University
Russell* & Co., leaving them untold was somewhat delayed, and when it stopped W. Morrow, Gen. W. H. L. Barnes, Mayor
The sweet by and by is coming right
sums. He was known as a friend of at the water-tank it was on the East Ten- Bartlett, United States Jndgo Lorenzo of Michigan, has gone to Honduras fai
nessee time. The East Tennessee passen- Sawyer, Leland Stanford, Charles Crocker,
Along. The mahwa tree, recently dis
month, ns mining expert for a Chicago
America. He may be worth $50,000,- ger train came flying around a curve near Gov. Stoneman,the principalpolice officials,
-coveredin the forests of Central In
000— certainly not $1,400,000,000.His- the water-tank,and, without a moment’s and several others. These names were finn.
dia, bears blossoms which yields half
warning, went crashing into the rear of the placed on the “prospective list” and placed
tory is a fearful liar.
—Two citizens of St. Ignace, named
iheir weight in pure sugar, and a sin
Georgia Pacific train. Engineer Owen and in the hands of the Execntive Committee
Mascow
and Ance, wore out hunting-Masthe fireman of the East Tennesseetrain saw to carry out the orders of the association.
$le treo bears a thousand pounds of
The project of drying up the Znyder the Georgia Pacific train, but too late to
cow
shot
and killed Ance, mistaking him
The committeewere to devise the host
Blossoms yearly. The day seems to bo Zee is again being urged with some avoid a collision. The fireman jumped. mode of accomplishing the ends of the base
for a deer.
•approaching when the down-trodden vehemence. A “State Socialist” argu- The engineer remained at his post, revers- plot, and were thus engaged when their
—The Wabash mail train, at Adrian,
4md oppressed of every clime will bo ment is now freely used; it is said that ing the engine and applying the brakes. work was brought to a sudden termination
to-night
by
the
discovery
of
the
associastruck
Charles D. Babcock and his two
He escaped without serious injury, while
able to eat cake three times a day.
the gigantictask will find rich employ- the fireman is supposed to be fatally hurt. tion’s headquarters at No. 900 Montgomery sons, killing the father and badly injuring
ment for the Dutch working class pop- The engine tore its way into the rear of the avenue, by the police, and the arrest of both the sons.
Detroit Free Press: A little 4coach, and the rear coacji telescoped the four men found tnerein, named Julius 0.
ulation for many. years, among whom
—There were 10,045,883feet of logs raftone in front of it, which was forced into Koosher, Henry Weiseman, Charles Mityear-old girl was put to bed in the
social democracy is increasing. The the one ahead of that again. The rear telstadt, and Oscar Eggers. In the room
ed
out of the Kawkawlin River the past
third story of her homo and left, as
Providence of Utrecht, Gelderland, and coach was tilled with passengers, many of were also found complete laboratory for
season.
The stream is entirely clear and
usual, in the dark. A terrificthundermost of the municipalitieswhose cities whom were so pinned down by the wreck the manufactureof infernal machines.The
no
logs
were
left back.
men
were
taken
to
the
city
prison,
when
.-storm came up, and her mother, thinkthat they were unable to stir, and the escapand towns lie upon the sea, have given
the
ing
steam
soon
caused
the
death
of
five
—St. Ignaco parties have purchased the
ing that the child would be frightened
their adhesion to the scheme, and have or six.
an
Union
Hotel at that place and fitted it up as
.at the lightning, went to her. On on
As soon as possible the East Tennessee nam
empowered a commission of experts to
a
hospital.
It will be kqown as the St.
tering, the child called out with deprisoners
also
belong
to
the
German
branch
train was backed from the wreck and the
report on the probable cost. On the
work of removing the dead and wounded of the Anti-CoolyLeague. No charge has Ignace Union Hospital.
light: “Mamma, the wind blew the
other hand, a few of the towns, includ- begun. The killed are: Bernard Peyton, yet been entered against the prisoners
.•sun up just now; did you see it?” Fear
—The drunken murderer of the* Anderler developmentsore expected.
ing Monnikendam and others, protest attorney for the Georgia Pacific, of Bir- Furthi
Bad no entrance there.
son brothers, at Tecumseh, Aaron Palmer,
mingham,
Ala.;
Nathan
Stanley,
of
Anniseagerly against the scheme, since its
ton, Ala.; E. Y. Huie, of East Point, Ga.;
has not been captured, nor is there a clue
WILLIAM H. VANDERBILT.
Philadelphia Call: “Hollo, Bas- execution must infallibly convert them J. W. Pierce, of Texas; Jake and Mary
ns to the direction he has taken.
-comb, I notice you stutter as much as into “dead cities.” If the sea should Banks, of Fairbum, Ga., and their baby, A Sketch of the Recently Deceaied Million—The Mt. Pleasant hoop factory,when
ultimately be turned into dry land the who died in its mother's arms; C. W. Beil-

know— I— d-do." “I
you were under treatment?” Kingdom of Holland

-ever.” “I— I—

aire.

bound for El Paso, Texas; two little
The late William H. Vanderbilt was bom
children, one a baby, belonging to Mr.
by the additionof a new province twice Bright; Mrs. Jane Eliza Brown, Cleveland in New Brunswick, N. J., May 8, 1821.
“Well, so— so— I— was. Under—
<loz-dozen kinds of— of— of— treat- the size of the Province of Utrecht. Count)-,Ala.; B. Bright, of Fairburn, Ga.; His father, at the time of his birth, was
Mrs. Carrie Bright, Fairbum, Ga.
ireatment All no— no— good.” “Why The new country has been already pro- ! The blame for the accident cannot be owner and in command of a steamboat ran
mot try a new ten-cent stamp?” “Gra- vided by anticipation with the name of yet placed, and an investigation will bo ning to New York. The family soon renecessary. The East Tennesseeconductor moved to New York City, where, and in
gra-cious, how would — would— that— “Willemsland.”
says that he was on his time and following Staten Island, William attended the publio
h-h-help me?" “Well, they say it inThe gospel tent was packed to over- the schedule and his directions. The schools, finishinghis edneation at the Columbia Grammar School. At 18 he
rsnres an immediate delivery.”
flowing this morning, says a Birming- jGeorgia Pacificconductorsays that he had entered ns
clerk the house of
no officialknowledge of the night passenCo.,
leading
Rev. Dr. John Hall is ono of the ham (Ala.) dispatch, and Rev. Sam ger train of the East Tennessee, and ran Drew, Robinson
firm of bankers and stockbrokers.At the
“wealthiest clergymen in New York. Jones preached the grandest sermon of out as he had always done. The Coroner's
inquest hos been going on all day. In the end of two years his business aptitude was
He receives a salary of $30,000 and the week. His discourse was filled examinationDr. Roy, surgeon of the Geor- so great that the firm offeredhim a junior
many presents. He is paid $1,000 a with brilliant thoughts, and it was gia Pacific, said that when he arrivedon the partnership.Remaining until two years
year as chancellorof the Universityof only occasionallythat he indulged in scene the engine had telescoped the sleep- j thereafter,his health failed him in conseing coach, passing through the entire length quence ef close application.He then pur
the City of New York, and receives his inimitable “funny” sayings. He
of the
the car. Water and steam from
said
that
every
man
and
woman
had
to
$12,000 a year from the Ledger for one
boiler gushed through and floodedthe whole
Abort articlea week. Other literary work get every vestige of the hog element out train. According to his examinationnot a
Brings bis annual income up to about of his character before they could be- single fatality occurred from external injuries, but all met their deaths from scalding
$100,000. Seventeen years ago the come Christians; that he was here to or inhalation of steam.
Doctor preached in Dublin, Ireland, at I assist in destroying that hog element,
and at this point he exclaimed: “O
* salary of $2,500 a year.
thought

will be enlarged

ton,

i

a

the

Lord, come down and help ns

The Princess Isabelle,the only living child of the Emperor of Brazil, is
happily married to the Count D’Eu.
.She is now about 35 or 40 years of age,
and is rather masculine in stylo and
•disposition.She has intelligence and
firmness,and is often compared to
Queen Elizabeth.During the absence
•of the Emperor in the United States
and Europe in 1876 and 1877 she assumed his anthority, and ruled with
‘.firmness.

A girl named

Effie Elizabeth Davis,

the house of
Mr. Averill, Sugar-Loaf Farm, near
Stourbridge, England. Miss Averill
•was sitting at the piano and Miss Davis
aged 14, was on

a visit at

kill

hogs

world

whom I do

not

why, I’ll—
I’ll— send for my wife and make her
hug her until she squeals !” [Laughter
love and bring her up here,

and applause.]

The

of ’87 of Cornell University, tlie members of the present
class

developed into genuine college martyrs. During their
the report of a gun was suddenly heard
early days at Ithaca their class supper
and Miss Davfs fell dead, shot through
was stolen by the sophomores and
the head. Miss Davis’ brother, Nawas standing by her side singing,

junior class, have

when

ealon at

-thaniel Averill, gave information to the

_

police, and they, after

making inquiries,

Trumansburg.In

their sec-

ond year the immediately succeeding

The Famous Georgian Passes Away

.

at

—The

Mich-

reunion of the Twenty-sixth

igan Infantry, which was to have been held
at Lansing, Dec. 16, has been

postponedto

April 9— the twenty-flint anniversaryoi
Lee’s surrender.

—At Wilburton the little son of James
Bertcham picked something from a crack
in the floor. The object immediatelyexploded, tearing two Augers from ono hand
and three from the other.

—A. W.

L. Gould, who is with the

nominee Mining Company, wants
stood that ho

Illness.

is

not the person rendered

exposure of the

eau. The

“Gould swindle” at Vnl«

latter individualhad no

tion with the

connec-

Menominee Mining Company,

Penn

resident of Leslie, last year principal

Newtonian telescope,with eleven-inob

refractor, grinding the lenses with ap-

paratus of his own invention, said to be
the only machine yet made for grinding all
kinds of lenses successfully. The process
has heretofore been accomplishedby hand
by opticians.The Professorhas applied

patent.

for a

chased seventy-fiveacres of IfOd on Staten
Island, which was soon increased to 350,
and went to work farming. Daring the
first years of this activity he was chosen
receiver of the Staten Island Railroad,
and after two years of hard work, having
restored its finances to a sound • condition,
ho was elected its President. His father
was a large stockholder in this road, but, os
is well understood, lent no adventitious aid
to his elder son’s career. After a few yean
of hard work on his farm and in the railroad office,
omCCy Mr#
Mr. Vanderbilt wont
went to Enrol
iinrop8|
successful iu his profession, before ho was in consequenceof the precarious condition
>rges health. He re33 years of age having made $150,000 in of his brother George’s
fees and profits, his income being $20,000 mained with him until his death, a period
per annum at least for several years. In the of several months, when he returned to
Creek Indian war of 1830 he was a captain Staten Island and his farm, not engaging
•n nnm
until
any farther in railroad administration
jof volunteers under Gen. Scott. When he
Was twenty-seven years of age— m 1837— 864, when he became, by his father’s desire
he was electedto the lower house of the and the election of the corporation,Vice
Legislature.Then commenceda political President of the New York ania Harlem Railcareer unequaledin Georgia for brilliancy. road. He married in 1841 Miss Kissam,
He served two terms in the Legislature, daughter of a well-known Brooklyn physliour
eight years in the lower house of Congress, clan, by whom he had eight children,for
bovs and four girls. After assuming ei
exand in 1853 was elected to the United States boys
.Senate. He was re-elected to the Senate ecutive control of the Harlem he was, in
in 1859, but resigned his seat in 1861, when 1865, elected Vice President of the New
Georgia seceded from the Union. Mr. York and Hudson River Railroad. During
Toombs was ono of the most striking the five years that followed his entrance infiguresin national politics during the ex- to railroad affairs Mr. Vanderbilt was
citing period immediately preceding the probably the hardest working ex-

ecutive in the country. He made
himself familiar with every detail

of

administration, personally examining each mile of the great system under his
charge and becoming acquainted with the
nature of every man’s duties, and work,
and wages, and the relations they bore to
all others employed by the corporations he
controlled. Competent critics claim that
he lifted the hardens of administration
from his father'sshoulders, and became by
the date of the consolidation of the three
New York lines under the Vanderbilt hand
into one complete trunk line system between New York and Buffalo, which was
brought about in 1869, one of the best informed and most capable railway executives
in the land.

John Gurney, the Mayor
folk, England, is

elect of Nor-

blind. .

—At Monroe justice

is

•

up and punish

rowdies for disturbingSalvation Army

meetings. At
chained

to

Charlotte the goddess is

her citadels, and

belief are subjected to insults

-M:

and

attacks

from the hoodlum element, and there seems

nobody to

to be

call

a

halt.— Kalamazoo

In some

parte-,of

Mexico the

build pig-stieswith rosewood logs.

natives

'

°

—The

pro)>oBition is

Straits of Bello Isle

renewed to dam the

so as to deflect the

____

-

Arctic current which passes through them,
sending
it

it

to the eastward, and compelling

to flow under the

Gulf Stream southeast

Newfoundland.This would give,

it is

alleged, a mild and genial climote to

New

of

a capital
a proposition when the

England and Nova Scotia. It
time to make such

is

mercury is industriouslyseeking the bulb
of the thermometer. It is better to

dam

i

the Belle Isle Straits than to objurgate the
extreme cold.— Free Press.

—A

Washington correspondent sends

this

paragraph: “Senator Conger, of Michigan,
still

upon

persists in his habit of appearing

the floor of the Senate in full dross.

has seldom been known to make

He

his ap-

pearance in his seat in any other costume.

1

ft

3

,i

I

He is an interestingreminder of the custom that prevailed in that body half, a century ago, and even later.

Down

time immediately preceding the war,

to the
it

was

quite {he custom of the Senate to wear
Swallow-tail coats during the sessions of
the Senate. For

many years it

was con-

sidered quite, on important thing that a
Senator should make his appearancein the
Senate chamber in other than full dress,
and it is related that on one occasion
when a Senator chanced to make his ap,

ness suit, the Vice President
sent

him

immed

a note suggesting that pro

he was not aware of the fact

of things, and refused to petition

1

Telegraph.

,

. ..

mmm

Vf-'-'.Jy .>
'

'r..

women

men and

for a peculiar exhibitionof their spiritual

pearance in a neatly fitting dark gray

:*<

**•

•

so prevalentthat

the authoritiesdared stand

tame was not what was
proper one for the Senate _
matters.

Me-

under-

it

somewhat unpleasantly compicuous by the

—A

of Robert Toombs, the noted Southern
statesman and irreconcilable. He had been
ill for some time, and his demise was not
unexpected.The deceased was born iu
Wilkes County, Georgia, July 2, 1810. His
father died before he was 5 years old. He
was educated by an old Scotchman until ho
was 15, and then, well prepared for college,
he went to the Univernty of Georgia, then
Franklin College. He was a handsome,
wealthy, rollicksome youth,, and got into
some trouble with the faculty, and left
[Athens for Union College at Schenectady,
•N. Y., where ho graduated at 18. Ho then
went to the University of Virginia,studied
law, and, returning to his home, was admitted to the bar when he was not 21 years
old. Not long after he married and settled
in the town of Washington.He was very

•

flat

of Leslie schools,is constructing an eight-

A dispatch from Atlanta, Ga., announces
the death, at the advanced age of 76 years,

new order

mi

the

Mining Company.

.Jones

*

25 inside and 100 cutting

hoops.

foot

aUo
y

men—

and hauling poles and preparing

an Advanced Age, After a

Long

'-'•h

full capacity,gives employ-

its

to 125

but was formerly in the employ of the

from them in
arrested him on suspicion. He wjis at
the annual “cane rush,” an unfirst silent, but afterwards said that
parallelled exploit, and it has just
his gun was accidentallydischarged as
leaked out that their third year in the
'he was returning from shooting.He
university is likely to prove as unforwas remanded in charge of the Stafford
tunate for them as the previous two.
police.
Certain facts have come to light which
San Franciscois sending 11,000,000 tend to show conclusively that a party
Mexican doHars to China this year. of Cornell men, representing for the
The ungainly coin has steadily grown most part the class of ’87, were rather
in use and favor among the Mongolians. roughly handled while attendinga
The money comes to San Franoisco in party the other evening at a wellpayment of goods purchased by Mexi< known mansion in Newfield. Several
-can merchants. The Mexican govern- young men of that place, who, it seems, civil war. Intellectuallyhe was one of the
Strongest of the Southern leaders at 4hat
ment is aware of this enormous amount must have disliked the idea of having time— perhaps the strongest— and certainly
of her coin being shipped to a foreign the Cornell students win from them hone of them exerted more influence on the
•country without any return coming the affections of the fair ones, managed publio sentiment of their sectionor did more
to bring about the secessionmovement
baok. But the sister republic does not to spirit away the carriages in which
than he. Ardent and impetuous in his tem•considerit as coin.* The eleven mints I the students had driven up to Newfield, perament,Mr. Toombs was inevitably the
are leased out to private individuals. ttnd, taking the vehicles,into a field extreme partisan of every cause with which
The mints thus become simply factor- near by, the wheels were removed end he identified himself. From early youth he
was
ies in which a commodity is turned out tied to trees in the immediate vicinity, and nullification
lor exportation to China— turned out | The horses also disappeared, and, after John
in a convenient shape for handling,and several hours of search, one was found from following them to their logical conclusions. Slavery found in him one of its most
•called a Mexican dollar.
in a dilapidatedcowshed on an adjoin- courageous and eloquent defenders, and he
ing farm. Upon the whole the Cornell hailed with enthusiasm its recognition as
Jennie Jones is a pretty young lady,
men spent a busy night, and it is prob- the corner-stone of the new confederacy.
residing at Highland, Ulster County,
He took an active part in the was: resignable that the next party at the mansion
Davis’ cabinet at an
ing a position in Mr. I
New York, and is a dressmaker by
alluded to will probably not have a early date to enter the army. After the war
trade. About a year ago,- while Emhe lied to Europe to avoid a prosecution for
representativefrom the university.
ployed in New Y6rk, she befriended an
treason, soon alter returning to his native
State, where he lived in retirement until his
•old lady, who had lost her pocket-book,
Ah! the youngest heart has the same
death. He never became reconciled to the
by loaning her a small amount, and waves within it as the oldest, but withclass captured the cane

ment

1
a

.

EGBERT TOOMBS DEAD.

meoting.” While discoursingupon
the injunction : “Love thine enemies,”
he said : “I verily believe I love every
human being on the top side of this
earth, and if you will bring a man
whom I don’t love and stand him up
here on this platform I’ll hug him till
he squeals, and if you can find a woin all this

_

a

1

I want this to be a regular hog-killing

man

&

working to

1

.

*

•'£***
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HOLL/ar CITY 1TEWS.
WILLIAM

kl.

ROGERS. Editor.

Many

performed the work.

appropriate

mottoes covered the walls of the building.

The pairon saint, Santa

READ
ABOUT

Cigars and cigar cases, cigarettes and
cigareiio papers, pipes and pipe cases,
aud all of them cheap, cheap, cheap, at

Claus, distri-

Jno: Pessink & Bro.

buted the good things and all departed for

Saturday, December

1886.

26,

More Cloaks.

their homes after having spent a very

[Continued from first page)

Ventura.

After responsivereading the following

Mr. Editor:— We seem to have fallen
into n lethargy of Into from which nothing
BiccessfUllyand creditably carried out by can arouse us. Even the Salvation Army
failed to create its wonted enthusiasm.
the sckcol:
Music— Hiiil, all
By the School. Nothing happens consequently no good
By the Paator. items for the News.... “Free Lance”
don’t you think you are most too harsh on
ResponsiveReadingMusic— Christmas
By the Infaut Class. us Christians.Now just put yourselfin
our place. If you waa a Wesleyan church
Concert Exercise-flowChildrenMay Worship,
By nine little girls. how would you like to be talked to in that
-way through the columns of a newspaper
Music— Beautiful Scene.
Rocitatlon-Christmaa
Mary Broek. as you talked to us recently in your rumblingp. You ought to have been present
Music— Onr Christmas
By School.
last Sunday to have heard Bro. Mowray’s
Concert Exercise— Dome, By 8 boys and 12 girls.
remarks on forgiveness, loving enemies,
Music—
By Infant class.
etc., but then as the remarks were to
Recitation-Gather the Stockings,Peter De Boo.
Christians I don’t suppose you would have
Music— Angels' and Shepherds’Song.
taken any of it to yourself. . .Mrs. J. T.
Recitation— Ring the Bells, Cornelia Cappon.
Joscelyn returned last week from a visit
Music— Christmas
Rattle Prakkon.
to relatives in Van Buren county. . .Mrs.
Concert Exercise— Little Moments, Six boys.
G. W. Joscelyn and Mrs. H. J. Davis are
Music— Orphan’s Prayer.visiting friends In Grand Rapids* this
Recitation-TheBirth of Christ, Martha Diekema.
week.... Our winter’s school is reported
Music— The Lord of Glory Reigns, By School.
ns doing well under the efilcient manageRecitation-TheWreck of the Hesperus,
ment of Mr. Harrington. . .Last Tuesday
Eddie Peselnk.
at two o’clock the funeral services was
Music— Christmas Joys.
held for one of U. Miles’ baby twins....
Concert Exercise— Wishes.
The dancers are looking forward for a
Music— Song of Jubilee.
good time at Nelson Ogden’s Christmas
Recitation— After Christmas, Cornelius Daalman. evening. ..A surprise party at Mr. GilleU’s
Music— Faith, Hope, and Charity.
was a complete social success last MonRecltatlon-Annle’s
and Willie’s Prayer,
day. ...Last Tuesday J. G. Boycs got a
Johanna Schravesande. telegram announcing his mother’s death
Music-Hall ChristmasMorning, By Infant clasi^ and has gone to New York State to attend
Concert Exercise— A Tribute of Praise to Jesus,
her
Zeke.
program, lasting about two hours, was

and be convinced.
L. & S. Van Den Beroe.
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Toilet and perfume sets at

Day,

Tree,

rime,

Hosanna,

.

Gift,

.

lowest

Eremers

& Bangs have

at

Reynolds, visited Holland last Friday

—

.

.

.

and although numerous, consistedof so Miss Haltie Trumble “by moonlight.”.
.
many concert exercises, continuslly inter- Monday Mra. Lizzie Wallace went to
Nashvilleto visit a sick lister. .. .Orlingspersed with music, that all monotony
too and Adella Trumble went to Holland
was taken away; and the intellectual Tuesday.... Prayer meetings are held at
mingled with the amusing. The children
rlvate houses new.
Announcements
abbath school 11:80 a. m. Preaching
spoke distinctlyand could be heard
Sunday evening at 7 o’clock. Singing
through the whole building. The super‘ :ed on
and Teacher’smeetings to be omltti
intendent made a few remarks and then account of revival meetings. G. W.
.

.

.

.

and

all

the

fresh rosslcd peanuts, are goiug to be sold

cheap

at

man?

a

little

Church Items with the

Services

FIRST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE

*

Get

our prices on Holiday Goods before purchasingelsewhere.

Kremers & Bangs.

Prerti-scment!

James M. Vanderven,

Holland, Mich.. March

priate exercisestook place

I

10.

.

1885..

1885.

Hours

“

ia

“
“

a
3

u

Days
Minutes

5

“

•Croup it will ease in 5 minutes, and positively
cure any case when used at the outset.

Remember that Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil
is

only 50 cents per bottle,and one bottle willgo
than half a dozen of an ordinarymedicine.

farther

H. WYKHUYSEN,
-

dealer In

-

m

the store of

Solid Gold and Plated Chains.

WYNHOFF

Ladies’ and Gents’ Lockets,
Silverware, Piatedware,

Dress Goods, Table Linens,

47-tf

Hour

going on in the stock of

at

B.

a

Palnof Scald. (t

Dry Goods & Groceries,

have opened a

Holland, Mich., Dec. 22.

Skirts, Hosiery,

White Goods,

Jewelry and Clocks.

Etc., in endless variety.

SCIENTIFIC
to

science,

vent ions

AMERICAN

_

and patenUever published. Every nom-

A

fhll

I also

and complete line of

keep on hand a

full line

of

.

CROCKERY Spectacles!
always on hand.

informationwmen no person
The DODularity of the BdEHl
......... MF nearly
snob that its circnlation
nearl] equals that of all
of iUclaaa combined. Price. |&2Dm
newsdealers.
or

I

have the agency in this city

MMmall

SP1
Mann A

Co.

undantood bfjlnpSS^who^Sidii

n-—

haw,

m

a oa,
Broadway.

OfflM flomnno

New

My

stock of

SILVERWARE

for the celebrated

havo

nnd havo prepare

all

in this church

W. BAUMGARTEL.

Send 10 cents postage, and wo will
mail you free a royal, valnable, sample box of goods that will put you iu
the way of making more money at
once than any thing else In America, noth
sexes of all ages, can live at-home and work in
spare time and all the time. Capital not required.
We will start you. Immense pay sure for those
who start at once. Stinson & Co., Portland, Mo.

is

fm

First Reformed Church, services at
9:80 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
went home well pleased.
8:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
NINTH STREET REFORMED CHURCH.
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
The usuil very interesting and appro- at 7:80. Rev. N. M. Stefleus will occupy

and

“

Deafness ......
Pain of Burn..

!

Genuine Cyclone

T

heart happy and light. The

school then sang “Goodnight'’

.....

BoreThroat.

City Bakery.

the teachers commenced tearing down the

good things from the pyramid and made

Lameness

a

other kinds of nuts, as well as

:

.

...

Oranges, Lemons, Figs, Cocoanuts,

ME A

young ladies; the piece entitled Mr. Turner, the Olive Center miller, vis
“The Bell Bong;” and thirdly a Dutch ited this place Wednesdayon his way to
anthem entitled“Op Jetvs Qeboorte.”We Grand Haven.... Mrs. Robinson and Mra.
had never heard any Dutch singing ex- Wallace were visitingat Miss Adella
Trumble’a Thursday when Mra. Robinson
cept long-metre psalms, long drawn out, fainted away and remained unconscious
but this was a beautiful and spirited several hours.
A party from Weat Olive
Dutch Christmas anthem, and was well visitedAddie Walkley’s school Saturday.
She returned with them to spend tha Sabrendered by three of the Misses Cappon.
bath ..... Mr. Thomas Burton visited RobThe literary exercises were appropriate, inson Sunday and brought home with him

Toothache

Hoarseness.. . “ 1
Colds.... ...... “ 24

fashion.

.

three

can furnish on application.

Days
Coughs ......... “ ao Minutes

Ladles hair cleaned and dressed In the latest

Music-Goodnight,

Malon and Fred Trumble, and James

any time.

the finest
Cases in

stock of Perfumes and Toilet
town. Call and see them,

After a twelve days storm the weather
on River streetand will make the best of cigars
PYRAMID.
has changed and we are getting a big
for the market at the lowest possible prices.J
By School.
thaw. . .Miss Nina Cady is home to spend
Among the pieces of music that deserve the winter... .Mr. Baxter, of Grand HaGIVE
TRIAL.
special mention, were the trio entitled ven, was in the villagelast Tuesday....

“Faith, Hope, and Charity,” sung by

has

.in 5 Minutes
Earache... ..... “
“
Backache ..... “ a Honrs

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

NEW CIGAR FACTORY

West Olive Items.

Trio.

proprietor*

Invigorating Shampoo.

ABC

.

at

funeral.

GtboorU,

DR. THOMAS’ ECLECTRIC OIL

made the following cures, proof of which the

A Scientific Haircut, or

Choice smoking sets, banks,
blocks, dolls of endless variety, cups aud
Saucers, vases, and all of them must be
sold
Pessink’s.

21 girls.

Music- Op Jam
Remarks by the Superintendent

The unrivalledand peerless medicines.”
And note the following

A Good Clean Shaye.

Central Drug Store.

.

By

“All the wonderful and miraculou* cures.’'
you can get a

prices ever offered in the city.

Hall.

Prayer—

TOHSORItl PAR10RS

BILLY'S

Newmarketswill be sold at reduced
prices. Fur caps very cheap. Come in
200

pleasant evening.

Needle Gas Lamp.

is

unsurpassedin

this city.

These lamps are a great im
Particular attention is called to the fact
that all my goods are first-class aud are
provement on all other lamps
sold at low prices.
Doth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
Come la and 9— mj Stock. Watohea
which they give. Call and
aad Clocks repaired oa
see them.
short noticeGoods delivered free of charge.
B.

York.

Holland, June

14,

WYNHOFF.

1888.

NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST CJURCH.
H.

_

Holland, Mich., Oct.

2.

WYKHUYSEN.

1884.

the pulpit.

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
on Thursday evening. The superinten10:80 a. m., and 7:80 p. m. Sunday school
dent of the Sunday School, the teachers,
at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,
and the scholars, were all greatly inter- Pastor. Subjects, Morning, “Christian
ested in the work. The church was rejoicing.”A Christmas sermon. Evening, “The prodigal’s reception.” Conbeautifully trimmed with evergreens. Ov
gregational singing. Opening Anthems
er the pulpit near the ceiling was a large by the choir. Weekly praise and prayer
star and under It the word “Emanuel” in meeting Thursday at 7:80 p. m. All are
large, bright-looking, green letters. On welcome.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
each side of the pulpit running parallel
were the words “i&w Zy God" and Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:80 a. m., and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
"Vrede Op Aarde." In the centre were Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80
two large Sunday School bauners. The Subjecta:Morning, “The|birthof Christ.”

HOLIDAY

DO NOT BOY ANY STOVE

THIS SEASOKT,
Presents

Before you have Enquired our Prices.

program which appears below was credit- Afternoon, “Asking for the old paths.”

The church was filled First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
with an attentive and appreciative audi- Services at 9:80 a. m., and 1:80 p. m. Sunday school at 3:15 Subjects:Morning,
ence:
“The aim of Christ coming upon earth.”
PROGRAM.
Afternoon,“Let us run with patience
Opening with prayer— by Mr. K. Schaddclee.
our race.” Evening, prayermeeting.
ably rendered.

Song by the Choir— Lift np yonr beads.
Address of welcome— By Rev. Bos.
Dialogueby two yonng Ladies— Miss DeVries
and Miss Holkeboer.
Recitation by 14 Classes— The birth of Christ.
Song by two Ladles— "Een Kerstliet."
Praise and prayer— By Mr. J. Geerllngs.
Dialogue by a Gentleman and Lady— II. Bos and
G. Van flaften.
Bona by ft persons— Hark, what mean those holy
voices.

We
A

LARGE AND FINE

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Services at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.
MethodistEpiscopal Church-Rev. II. D.
Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.
Subjects: Morning, “Robbing God.” Evening, “The good boy that stayed at home
and was angry when he heard the jollification on his brother’s return.”

are Offering Special Inducements

In order to double last year’s sales,

ASSORTMENT

down nearly 10

FOR

prices

per cent.

%

Never have we had so nice a variety.

Recitation-Psalm 24, By Mr,B. de Vries and Miss

For cure of rheumatism, neuralgia in

Wolfcrd.
ChristmasSong— By Miss J. Bolhuls.
Song— By Infant Class.
Address to the Infant Class— By T. Eeppel.
Christmas 8ong-By Miss K. Wolferd.

J.

Review-ByMiss

we have marked

its

various phases of sciatica, tic doulour-

eux, semi-crania, &c.,

and

vation Oil, the greatest pain cure on earth.
It is

L. r. d. Beldt.

a

specific for

SOME ENTIRELY

gout, use Sal-

the above

disease.

OLD AND YOUNG

HEW

DESIGNS

THE “105 "GOLD COIN,

Song by 4 persons—And there were Shepherds Price 25 cents a bottle.
abiding In the field.
Recitation— Jes. 11, By Mlsa M. Flick and Mila
K. Reideema. •
A word to the 8cho!ars-By Mr. E. Holkeboer.
Addresato the Sabbath school and the congregation— By L MarslIJe.
Remarks.
Song— By the Sabbath school.
Distribution of Candy.
Bong by the Congregation—Psalm 134: 3.

For Burns, Scalds, Bruises and
and soreness of the

flesh, the

all pain

HAS

grand house-

BEEN

handsome square coal stove, with round

a very

fire pot.

hold remedy Is Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric

OH.

Be sure you get the genuine.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla marvelously braces

up the system; purifies and invigorates,
Erery invalid needs it.

JUST

THE “85,” ”86,” and ”87,” GOLD COIN

Benediction.

RECEIVED

at

T^e“HOME JEWEL,”

•crlpture responsivereading, lioglng, and
recital h'D*.

The

their part of the

children carried out

program with

zeal

most Durable and Beautiful Boiler Iron Stoves.

are the

METHODIST CHURCH.
The exercises atthls chnrch were held
oa Christmas Eve and were Christmas
Wb are going out of the toy business
concert exercises entitled, “The Eternal
and we ofier to the public anythiog in
King.” It was a very interesting pro- this line cheaper than you can get them
Pessink’s.
gram and had ten parts, consistingof in the city,

Bargains in Millinery
Goods*

and

Cook Stove, sells

We have

the largest liae of fine Millinwith credit to themselves. The music
ery Goods la the city. All our trimmtd
waa very beautifully rendered by the ________
Jfty cents on the dol
hats will be______
aoid at flfi
school and a special choir. Superinten- lar for oath. Trimmed hats at 10, 25 and
Bebge.
dent Holly was alive to|the welfare ®f the 50 cable. L A S. Van

at sight.

COME ARE SEE!

Dm

'Tittle ones,”

and had arranged two large

We have received an elegant line of
Christmas trees on each side of the HoHdar Geode, which will be eold cheep,
church which were well leaded down aa we intend to go out of thli Use of but-

m*

with haadsome and

many

eoetly prteenta *

leee.

J*a Pieeni*AB»o.

which were brilliantlyahowi by deetta

mi

m

KVEI, MOUWER t CO.

of eaodlei and llghta to the treee. The
deoontioni of the church were ae land
tatty

end

reflected credit

on

thoee

who

gotLiMD, uia.. DtMatxr

mmmmi K&
;

M- ;V,V
.

'

.
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Mich., Sept. 25, 1885.
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Holland City News

Lake in connection with all of their passenger trains. The promise of these facilities for recreation will he welcome news
We have just received a large new stock
Mr. Editor:— At the June meeting of to a large number of people in this city of Boots and Shoes and Slippers for
who have been accustomed to make Mac- spring and summer trade. The stock is
'•The West Michigan Fruit Growers’ Soatawa their pleasureground during the complete and embraces the latest styles of
ciet>” held at Muskegon, Mr. Edwy Reid, summer season.”
Ladies’ and Gents’ Bboes, which are sold
of the Allegan Gazette wk* was there in
at reasonable prices. We sell
The order of the judge directinga sale Fargo’* Boot* and Fine Ladies Shoes.
attendance,with a groat show of enterof the M. & 0. railroad shows some of the
prise and hospitality, extended a formal
L. SPRIETSMA & SON,
kinks in railroad management. It was
Holland, March 19,
7-ly
invitationto the Society to hold its De- said that the road was built to sell and the
the

w?

-

M

BOOTS AND SHOES.

:

Left Handed Hospitality.

U.lT.DeMERELL,

Sliristmas

cember meeting at Allegan. Upon

the

assurance that they would be welcome at
that place, the Society held their meeting
there on the

16,

17,

and 18th inst. The

entertainmentafforded the delegates, and

was

the local attendanceat the meetings,

rather discouraging. On

when

one

evening,

Prof. Latta of that village addressed

the meeting, the attendance was shamefully meager. This unfortunate and mortifyingstate of aflalrs Is attributed largely

to the bod

faith

and

inefficiencyof the

reception and arrangement committees on
the

ground. Mr. Reid

was so driven with

other business that he never once set his
foot inside the hall during the entire meet

ings. As a mailer of history it may be
stated that these meetings

were held

in

Now

CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis
immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh’s Cure. For sale
by Yates & Kane

Never Give

A Member W. M.
The

If

F. G.

S.

following is taken from the

Broken Down Invalids.
Probably never in the history of Cough
Medicines lias any article met success
equal to that which lias been showered
upon Dr. Pete’s 35 cent Cough Cure.
Thousands of hopeless cases of Coughs,
Colds and Consumption hove yielded to
this truly miraculousdiscovery. For this
reason we feel warranted in risking our
reputation and money on its merits.
Sold by Heber
40-4t

-

- Walsh.
—

THAT HACKING COUGH
cured by Hiiloh’s Cure.

We

can be so quickly

guarantee

CATARRH .CURED, health and

them at

Helena Star, of Dec. 11, which was sent
us by some kind friend

weak

it.

sweet breath

by

all

means procure a

Ni’t
Hail Exp. Exp. Mix.

TOWNS.

constitu-

a.m. p.m. ptm.
bottle of

follow; you will be inspired with new
strength and activitywill return; pain

and

p.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.

misery will cease, and henceforth you will

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.

Electric Bitters. You will be surprised
to

see the rapid improvement that

Grand Junction

rejoice in the pralee of Electric Bitters.

a.

Chicago ............. 9
Buffalo ........ 11
Benton Harbor ....... 12
Bangor ...............2
Grand Jnnctlon ...... 2
Holland ............. 8

Bold at flfiy cents a bottle by H. Walsh.

New

Preachers and Teachers.

20
20
37
23
25
10

1

2
2
3
4
7

11 50
1 10
1 81
2 85
3 55
7 00

5 00
8 27
9 20
12 00
2 35

8
5
6
7
7

30
35
85
22
35

9 55
12 80 7
1 50 10
2 56 1
3 17 2
440 5

will

Work Warranted to

J

give Satisfaction.

The most elegant line of
Christmas Cards ever seen in

R. N.Db

Holland, Mich., Aug.

MEUELL,

1885.

25,

80-ly

this city.
E, B. BEST, M. D.,

B.

LANBAAL,

EAST END

Drug

Dressing Cases,

Store.

B"SI A UHDAAl,

Odor Cases,

Piopriitan,

To anyone callingat our Drug Store on Eighth
wo can sell any article or In fact anything
which every well kept drug store always keeps on
street,

hand, for very reasonable prices.

Scrap Books! PURE IDRUaS,
Toy Books from

OIOA-RS,
1c Up

SERIES,

iPERFTJ

!

TOILET AHTIOL.ES.

RA.TENT MEDICINES
of

Photograph Albums finer and
Cheaper than ever be-

every descriptionalways In stock.

A competsntclerk nuts up prescriptions with
care and accuracy both day and nlfcht.

BEST & LANDAAL,
Holland, Micb.,

fore seen here.

m. p.m. ptm. a.m.
00
85
42
02
20
30

to order.

of all kinds neatly executed.

All

Dec.

18.

1885.

HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

25
16
35
55
90

840
you suffer with sore throat, a
p m. p.m. a. m. p.m.
cough or exhausted vocal organs, when
FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS
yon can obtain relief and comfort, by the
use of Dr. X. Btone’i Bronchial Wafers.
Mali. Exp Exp. Exp. Exp.
Pare, pleasant, safe and sure. Throw
teen he left school and accepted a position
p.m.
p.m. a.m. a.m. p. m.
prejudice aside, and try them. Sample Holland.
sao 840 t4 46 10 25 540
of responsibilityand trust in a railroad
free. Address, Stone Medicine Co.,
Zeeland,
8 40,
4 56 10 85 5 56
and telegraph office, where be served as
of all sizes and subjects.
4 80' 0 25 fi 4511 90 7 15
Quincy, 111. tirano Rapldt.
operator for some time. He was in the
FROM
GRAND
RAPIDS
TO
HOLLAND.
employ of the Michigan and Lake Shore
Bnoklen’i Arnica Salve.
a. m. p.m.
railroad one year and finally came to GalGrand Raplda.
900 12 85
The best salve in the world for Cuts, Zeeland ........
iiorois, April 4tb, 1878, locating at once
0 58
11 25 5 10
Prices never so low as now.
In St Helena. Here he found employ- Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Balt Rheum, Fever Holland ........
10 10
11 85 5 25
ment with D.
Carver as book-keeper Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilbfaini,
FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
Gome ane see.
and deputy post-master, in which position Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positivea m. p.m. a. m.ip.m. P. tn.
he continueduntil receiving his appoint- ly cares Piles, or no pay required. It is Holland .......
10 25 #3 30 t5 80 5 85
840
ment as postmasterabout three years ago. guaranteedto give, perfect satisfaction,or Grand Raven
11 15 4 20 6 80| 6 80
9 30
Yate? & Kane.
11 20 4 25 6 40 6 85
9 35
As postmaster, Mr. Lauder made a cour- money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. Ferryabnrg
Muskegon
11 55 4 56 7 15 7 10 10 05
teous and efficient official and gave gener- For sale by H. Walsh, Holland, and A
Wtiuuketi tha id ta
<ba talcs of that clasi of
FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.
al satisfaction. He clung to life with a re- De Krulf, Zeeland, Mich.
nraadlaa,and has rives
almost uni re ml atltftcp.m. a. ra. p.m. a.m. p.tm.
markable tenacity, being a part of the
Muskegon ........... 1 45 11 40 7 00 8 50 9 50
time in his office up to three weeks ago,
MURPHY BROS„
Card.
Ferrysburg .......... 2 80 12 25 7 88 0 27 10 40
Paris.Tax
and out on the street within a week. Two
Grand Haven -------- 2 35 12 80 743 0 88 10 45
G
hit woo the flrot of
To all who are suffering from the errors Holland ..............
or three weeks ago he sent to the departtha public tod now rinks
3 25; 1 20 8 40 10 20 11 85
among tha laadlog MediIp.m
ment his resignationas postmaster,and and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weak
cinal of the oildom.
A. L. SMITH.
lived to receive acknowledgementand ness, early decay, loss of manliood, &c., 1
FROM
HOLLAND
TO
ALLEGAN.
Bradford. Pa.
will
send
*
recipe
that
will cure you,
regretful acceptance of the same. Dep,m
*. m
FREE
OF
CHARGE.
This
great remedy Holland ............. 3 30
10 25
ceased leaves a wife and child (boy about
10 40
two years old) father, mother, and three was discoveredby a missionaryin South Fillmore ............
For sale at the drug store of H. Walsh
10 50
America. Send a self-addressed envelope Hamilton . ....... aSS
sisters to mourn his death, besides a num
Allegan ........... 4 30
11 25
to the Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station D,
ber of relativesby marriage. He was an
FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.
New
York
26-ly
honored member of St. Helena Lodge, F.
a.m. p.m. p.m
and A. M. , and the funeral at 2 p. m. toAllegan .......
9 10 4 30 11 2*
IMPORTANT.
Hamilton....
9 42 5 05 12 15
day, which was one of the largest ever
When you visit or leave New York City, save Fillmore ......
9 50 5 18 12 80
held here, was conducted under its aus- Baegage,Expressage, and Carriage hire and stop Holland .....
10 15 5 80 1 00
pices, the members turning out almost en at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand Cent Daily, All other trains daily except Sunday.
masse to do honor to their dead brother. tral Depot.

• Why

Work

Cemetery Work!

a. tn

Holland ............. 10 25
...... 11 37
Bangor ...............
11 55
Renton
Harbor
...... 1 27
will
New Buffalo .......... 285
life; Chicago...., ........ 5 45

:

George Murray Lauder, postmaster of
St. Helena, died at his residence on Main
street, Wednesday, at 8:20 p. m. His
death, while not unexpected, for he had
been failingfrom the insidiousattacks of
consumption for many months, saddens
the whole community, as he was one of
our most respectedand popular citizens.
Mr. Lauder was born at Grand Rapids.
Mich., on the 14th day of June, 1857, and
was consequentlyin his 29th year at the
time- of his death. When he was five
years of age his parents left Grand Rapids
for Holland,In the same state, and here
he spent most of his early life. At seven-

made

& KANE’S.

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.

tion, headache, or any disease of a bilious
nature,

,

All kinds of Building

YATES

Taking Effect Sunday, Nov. 29, 1885.

pressed spirits,loss of appetite, general
debility,disordered blood,

the time to secure

r

you are suffering with low and de-

St.

is

Chicago and West Michigan Bailway.

Up.

GRANITE AND MARBLE

'

pil

ing the Fruit Growers’ Society,

-

VP

ARE YOU MADE

miserable by Itidlg' stlon
Constipation. DI/.Klnecs,Loss of Appetite, Ye!l»w
8kln? Shiloh’s Vitalizcris a positive cure. For
Sale by Yates & Kane.

secured by /Shiloh's Catarrh Remedy. Price BO
cents. • Nasal Injector free. For sale by Yates 4
Grange Dali. It is alleged that, when the
Kane.
selectionof a place for meeting was under
FOR DYSPEPSIA and Liver complaint,you
discussion, Mr. Reid was in favor of anhave a printed guaranteeon every bottle of Shiless than $500,000, and the probabilities loh’s Yitalizer. It never fails to cure. For sale
other" hall, but that finally Grange hall
are that the sum exceeded that. This by Yates Jb Kuuc.
was decided upon. It is alleged that figures in only the bonds. In addition to
FOR LAME BACK. Side or chest use Shiloh’s
Poms Plaster. Price 25 cents.
there is an unfriendly leoliug existing on Ibis they have had the opportunity of disthe part of Mr. Reid, towards the Grange posing of stock, and no doubt they have
unloaded a good share of it upon a confidiloailjs.
people, and that for this trivial and childing public.-—J/ama/f Chronicle.
ish reason Mr. Reid seems to have considered himself justifiedIn uncivily treat-

dealer In—

MONUMENTS,
k

1885.

shows that it was. The line is 156
miles in length. According to the latest
statistics railroads costs to build about
$20,000 per mile, making the cost of the
line, supposing that estimate to betiue,
$3,120,000. The grading on 35 or 40
miles, however, was done, and the right
of way obtained before the M. & O. was
organized, and the latter bought it for a
comparativelysmall sum. Twenty-three
miles out from Toledo arc now owned by
the Toledo and Ann Arbor, and the M. &
O. secures the right to run trains over it
by paying a rental which is figured in in
t,he operating expenses. A large portion
of the rolling stock is also leased. The
actual expense of constructing and equipping the road, theretore, for its entire
length, couniingin the loused line and all,
could not have exceeded $15,000 a mile,
making a total of $2,340,000.The court
records show that the owners mortgaged it
lor $2,700,000. As the estimates we have
made are very liberal, the builders, if we
consider the bonus they obtained along
the line, could not have made a profit of
result

—

PLUMBING
in

connection with the Holland City Water Works,
ws are ready to make

ESTI IMIATES

foM

E

for

patting In

WA1ER PIPES
for all

partlea desiring the same.

Will

fit

up reildtncea for

It

.

A

Hot and Gold Water!
BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS,

and pat Id

All

put In and repaired.

ATTENTION

Farmers and

.

All

trains run by Central Standardtime.

kindi of

Cisterns and Drive Wells

..'

City.

Bte.

Give ns a call.
VAN LANDEGEND A KERKHOF,
Holland, Mich., Jnae

19,

1685.

Elegant rooms fitted np at a cost of one million
George Murray Lauder was a man of ex- dollara,
Tickets to all points In the United States and
reduced to one dollar and npwards per day
emplary Christian character, honorable on European plan. Restaurantsupplied with the Canada.
J. H. CARPENTER, Gen. Pass. Agt.
and upright in all his dealings, and uni- beat. Horae car, atagea,and elevated railroad to
F. G. CHURCHILL.Station Agent.
formly courteous to all. In his death the all depots. Families can live better for leas
The fatal rapidity with which slight
We will bay all the Stave and Heading
money at the Grand Union hotel than at any other
.Colds
and Coughs frequently develop
community looses one of its most highly flrst-claifthotel In the
15-ly.
Michigan and Ohio Baliroad.
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
into the gravest maladies of the throat
esteemed and valued citizens, and the
round, viz:
and lungs, is a considerationwhich should
wife and little one a kind and loving husTaking effect Jan. 18, 1885.
Oak Slave Bolts, 80 inches long.
band and father.
dpcrial Notices.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
OOIM WEST. Central Time COINS EAST.

Woodsmen. A Safeguard.

city.

Paw. Mix’d
Macatawa.

Don’t buy your candies until you have
called at the city

The Giaud Rapids Eagle

t

ol

bakery. They

a. in.
10 10
11 02
11 24
11 29
11 89
11 55
12 08
12 80
12 48
12 65
1 06
1 17
1 8S
2 05
2 17

will sell

Tuesday even

caudles cheaper than they can be proing contained the following about our curfd anywhere in the city. We sell at
popular and pleasant summer resort at wholesaleand retail. Calf for prices as
we are hound to sell this year for we must
Macatawa. The growth of this place in
have
Jno. Pessink & Bro.
the estimation of the people of Michigan

money.

has been very rapid and its reputation is

The Tower of Strength.

-

%

extendingout into adjacent states. The

Pass.

Elm

TOWNS

p. m.
5 45
0 40
7 04
7 09
7 10
7
7 45
8 09
8 25
8 82
8 42
8 53
9 15
9 44
9 57
10 15

V

Pasa. Paas.

a.
L Toledo A 11
. Dundee.. 10
..Brit»on .. 9
.Ridgeway. 9

.Tecumseh.

9

m. p.
10
10
40
42
82
17
05
43
26
20
09
57
38
00
49

.

5 10
4 15
3 52
3 47
3 37
8 22
8 08
2 45
2 28
2 21
2 10
1 59
1 38
1 14

...Tipton... 9
.. .Unsted.
9
..Addisou.. 8
.. Jerome.. 8
..Moscow.. 8
.•Hanover.. 8
..Pulaski. 7
...Homer .. 7
. .Marshall
7
...Cereaco., 6
.BattleCr’k 630
..Angnata..
..Yorkvllle.
..Richland
.Montlsth..
....Flak....
..Kellogg..
A Allegan L
.
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Slave Bolts, 33 inches long.

Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolls, 38 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contractsor further information apply to Filter’s Slave Factory.
or to G.

is

.

Invaluable for dlaeaseaof th*
throat and lunga.”

ED. VEP SCHURE, 8upt.
Van Putten & Sons’ store.

The same opinion is expressed by tha
well-knownDr. L. J. Addison, of Chicago,
111., who says :—

Fall Opening

—

—

.

G.

L.

&

Van Putten

DRY

UNDERWEAR,

JERSEYS,

Remember that we

are determlDed to
go oat of the toy baiiaesi and goods mast
be told regardless of prices. Pkssink’s.

jprertissemetrts.

BHILOH’B COUGH an4 Contraption Coro is
Mid by at oa * guronto*.It caret coniuaptloa.

iLBXRT CURTIS,

For tale at Taut A Kane.

imrj

BLMTLM

NIGHTS, rad* taUarablt by that
tarrlbl*coagl. hhlloh’tOnre la tha remedy far
yea.

la* fmtt,
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moat slaifUer our Bali day Goods
order to el«ee
eh*e oat t(be a***.
Jno. Phsinc 4b Bro.
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Cherry Pectoral
new claimant for popular confidence, but a medlctno which Is Unlay
saving the lives of the third generation
who nave come into being since it was
first offered to the public.
There Is not a household In which this
Invaluable remedy has once been InIs not a

troduced where its use has ever been
abandoned, and there Is not a person
who has ever given It a proper trial
for any throat or lung disease susceptible;of cure, who has not been made

WAY&

CHERRY PECTORAL

«

all

times a

has
saved many patientsin the earlier stages
of Pulmonary Consumption. It Is a
medicine that only requiresto be taken In
small doses. Is pleamnt to tbo taste, and Is
needed In every bouse where there are
children,as there Is nothing so good as

AYER’fi CHERRY

PECTORAL tor treat-

ment of Croup and

Whooping Cough.

These are all plain facts, which can be
verifiedby anybodr, and should be remembered by

everybody.

e

Ayer’s Cherry

nmnm
Dr. J. O.

O.
I

§!!§
M;

has,

In numberlessinstances,cured obstinate
cases of chronic Bronchitis, Laryngitis,

will ready* prompt

BMMd*-

•is

AYER’S

and even acute Pneumonia, and

Siii}

tntette of OaluU TtUrinaiy Ode

-Wl

YARNS,
and a

"I have never found, In thlrty.flre year* of
contlnuoua atudy and practiceof medicine, any
preparation of ao great value aa Ateh’b Cbbrry
Pectoral, for treatmentof disease# of tha
throat and longs. It not only breaka np eolda
and cares severe cougba, but is more effectlva
than anythingelse In relievingeven tha mod
acriousbronchial and pulmonary affeot'nna."

Sons.

Walib.

urer; William A Smith, Secretary;J. H.
Carpenter, Manager.
The association has purchased fifty-four
acres of land on the north side of Macatawa Bay. They propose to fit bp the
grounds for recreationpurposes and will
endeavor to nuke It one of the moet popular retortsoo thii side ef the lake. Col.
Chas. B. Nix, of Chicago, is proprietor tf
a resort hotel et Leke Geneva, Wisconsin,
and else at 8l. Joseph, Michigan. It li
the intention ef the nesoelailon to ereet t
large hotel at the new neon, of which
Col. Ntx will have the BanagMcent. It
•pccloct baildiag, will face on
ligan, anil in its coistrocltoo

’

Pectoral. It Is

Golden Seal Bitters, a perfect renovator
not far distant when Macatawa will of the system, carrying away all poisonbe the "Coney Island” of the great West. ous deposits. Enriching,Refreshing and
1 02
236
12 44
!
It is with the intention of making it so Invigorating both mind and body. Easy
2 56
12 27
of administration, prompt in action, cer- 8 04
12 20
that this new association has been formed
at
tain In results. Sale and reliable In all 8 10
’.2 15
and with the capital the individual mem forms of liver, stomach, kidney and blood 3 45
11 43
8 53
11 35
hers of the association represeats It will diseases. Ills not a vile, fancy drink,
3 59
11 30
bat is entirely vegetable. This medicine 4 10
not be a difficult matter:
11 20
p.
m.
a. tn.
has
a magic effect in Liver Complaints
"The West Michigan Park Association
add
every form of disease where the stomwhich was organized recently, was incorAt Toledo, with all railroadsdiverging. At Dunach fails to do its work. It is a tonic. It
porated last Saturday. The following are
will cure dyspepsia. It is an alterative dee, with T. A. A. A G. T. At Britton, with Wab- Wo have just received a full line and a complete
the directors:
ash, St. Louis A Pacific. At Tecumseh. with Lake
stock of
Don J. Leathers, A. B. Watson, Geo. and the best remedy known to our Mater- Shore dt Mich. Southern. At Jeromefwlth L. S.
ia Mcdlca for diseases of the blood. It AM. 8 At Hanover, with
M. 8. At
N. Davis, J. K. V. Agnew, J. H. CarpenGOODS.
will cure Kidney diseases, Nervousness, Homer with L. S. & M. S. (Lapaing Division) and
ter, Wm. A. Gavett, of Grand Rapids; J.
Air Line Division of the Mlptff Central. At MarHeadache,
Sleeplessnessand enfeebliJ chiuwltb M. u. R. R. AWfattleCreek, with ChiDRESS
GOODS,
B. Mulliken,of Detroit; Chas. H. Nix, of
condition of ihe system. The formula of cagoSTGTTHulTruDk-aifil M. C. R. R. At MonFLANNELS,
Chicago; M. W. Rose, of Holland.
tleth with G. K, & j. At Allegan, with Chicago A
The directorselected the following offi- Golden Seal Bitters is a prescription of a West Mich, and L. 8. A M. 8
REPELLENTS, ,
most successful German physicUn, and
Trains 11 dally except Sunday.
cers:
thousands can testify to their enrative
B. McHUGH,
J. K. V. Agnew, President; Geo% If,
GeneralPassengerAgent.
powers. Sold by H.
46-4t
HOSIERY,
Davis, Vice President; M. W. Rose, Treasday

Nothing else gives such immediate relief
and works so sure a cure in all affections
of this class. That eminent physician.
Prof. F. Swectzer, of the Maine Medical
School,Brunswick,Me., says:—
"Medical acienco liaa producedno other ano- (
dyne expectorant so good aa Aybr’s CbBEBY
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PITH AND POINT.
SINNERS FOB MEN.
himself, and entered at once into an ani- led to an undergroundroom by means of
a
rope
ladder.
This
was
the
mystery
of
mated convereatoon,inquiring about tne
the
A Farblau Chat as to the Little Civilities
A di scabbed apple core has a gnawed
BT rums WHITCOMB BILBT.
object of my journey, exhibiting a curios- the clock.
Due to Miss and Madam.
look.
From
below,
(he
assassin
passed
up
•EACIb Ornhan Annie's come to our home to «tay, ity that would have done credit to a Yankee
very witty and intelligentPar*
Money is quite plentiful now— in
Am' waih’tbo cups an' saucers up, an' brush the woman. This garrulity I felt sure was through the huge clock to the chamber
, , . _
foreign to
the man’s nature and I was above and easily disposed of the unsus- isienne, of high sooial rank, has re- bank vanlta.
---An’ shoo the chickens off the porch, an' dust the
pecting traveler.
cently declared as follows: “Gentlepuzzled to know the capse.
Boarding house butter is not like
hearth, an' sweep.
I left the the horrible den at once, reOnly once did I see the girl, Olma, durAaT make the Are, an’ bake the bread, an’ earn
men should always bow first to ladies, Bamson. . It does not lose its strength
gaining
the
main
road,
and
continued
my
herboard-an-keep;
ing the evening, and that was when she
nurses, ond priests. A true gentleman when robbed of its hair.— Terns SiftAn’ all n« other children,when the supper things
brought in my supper, for which I had journey, reaching Glenwall by the middle will salute the host, religionsfunerals,
fs done,
ings.
Wa aet around the kitchen fire an’ has the most* created an appetite daring a longer jaunt of the forenoon. Here, to the authorities the flag of a parting regiment Nuns
I told my story, and a posse was at once
African lions are worth from $1,000
eat fun
than usual between meals.
and priests should be sainted everyArUat nut' to the witch tales 'at Annie tells
When the hour for retiringcame, a key dispatchedto the old house. I was deto $5,000. Society lions are quoted
,
where, bnt in the case of a lady the
and candle were placed in my hands, and tained in Glenwall some time to appear as
“steady
cents.”— Brooklyn
Asa* Om gchble-uns’at gits
•
place where she is met with decides
a door opened that revealed a stairs lead- a witness against the fiend-woman whose
Times.
Don’t
ing to the room above, of which the house hands were red with maffy self-confessed whether she is to. be sainted or not
correspondent asks: “Do poets
Watch
murders. She was not found, however, Whenever a gentleman meets a lady of
contained hut one.
Out I
“You will lock your door and holt it,” and it was afterward surmisedthat she had his acquaintance in a public place he ever commit snioide?” If they do, it
•One*t they was a little boy wouldn’t say his said the man with a forced smile, that sat committed suicide iu some lonely spot to should uncover completely in saluting doesn’t kill them— judging from the
Norristown
unpleasantly on his face. “ Sometimes rob- escape the vengeance of outraged law.
her; if he speaks to her he should re- overstockedmarket.
Ah’ when *he wont to bed at night, away up- bers have been known to enter houses in
Many years have passed since my night
main uncovered until she requests him Herald.
tains,
experience in the room of the mysterious
Ota mamma heard him holler, an’ his daddy this vicinity. I want you to feel safe.”
have long wondered what lanto replace his hot. If the lady is ridheoid him bawl.
And I could not feel otherwisewhen I clock, but even now, when I think of that
guage
it was which the mole speaks so
ing
in
a
carriage
he
should
always
saAm' «beu they tura'ttho kiwere down he waan t came to examine the room above. One time, a cold shudder comes over me, and I
thereat
, ,
am truly thankful that I have not to experi- Into her, but if she is on foot he should melodiously,and after muoh study we
Ah’ they seoked him in the rafter-room an’ cub- window alone admitted light through the
wait until she has manifestedby a are forced to the conclusion that it is
foot of a stone wall, and as the door be- ence again another night of such horror.
by-holean’ press.
glance of recognitionthat she desires He-bra-ic.— T&ros Siftings.
An* seeked him up the chimney-flue,an every- low was the only means of entrance to the
where, I
,
his salutation. At the races, in the
“The large cow,” says an agricultThe
Reed
Bird.
chamber,
which
I
had
locked
and bolted,
But all they ever found was thist his pants an
it seemed to me that I had an impregnable
ww nd about !—
The reed bird is the same as the rice Bois, in the public promenades, gentle- ural contemporary, “is going to be the
should salute without wait- coming cow.” If that is the case we
An* the gobble-uns'll git you
fortressall to myself.
bird of the Southern marshes. It feeds
E! you
There
was
one
object that attractedmy there upon rice and takes its local ing for recognition,but they should will gracefully retire over the fence
Don't
attentionwhen I first entered the chamber,
Watch
name from that fact The description not return the salute every time they when we see one.— Texas Siftings
Outl
and that was the enormous clock that stood
A South Carolina woman recently
of the habits of the bird as given by meet the lady in the same place during
at the far end. It was imbedded in the
4a* one thne a little girl ’ud alius laugh on' grin,
Mr. Robert Redgway is an interesting the same day. When a man meets a rode twenty miles through the rain to
Aa? make fun of ever one an' all her blood-on’- wall, and was like unto the clocks of the one. It appears at differentplaces at woman An a stairway, no matter to be married. When a woman maxes up
early New Englanders, only of greater prokin.
what class of society she may belong, her mind to do anything it takes heaps
different seasons, and receives a differAm" omsX when they was "company,* an’ olo portions.
he should pause, remove his hat, and of inconvenience to stop her.— Chicago
•Aka was there,
.
ent
name
at
each
place.
It
occurs
in
It was nearly ten by the clock, high time
Ahe mocked 'em, an' shocked 'em, an said she
wait until she has passed. Louis XIV. Ledger.
equal
abundance,
whenever
a
suitable
that
I
was
in
dreamland,
for
I
was
greatly
didn’t care I
oe she kicked her heels, an’ tum’tto fatigued. The old clock ticked loudly, its food supply is to be found, throughout saluted all women, without making
man’s a fool.
—
1
*
smile out at me the country east of the Rocky Moun- any distinction, and uncovered himself
An a rule man’s a fool.
When it’s hot ho wants it cool
tains, and "is therefore not, as many on the stairways of his palace, even
When it's cool he wants it hot,
W5 B1“k ™DS,
I
when
the
woman
who
passed
him
was
I smiled when I regarded it, for the feelsnatched her through the ceilin’ 'fore
Always wanting what it’s not,
suppose, confined to the Atlantic seaknowed what she’e about t
ing of gloomiuess vanished under the soothNever liking what he's got.
coast. The reed bird appears among one of the maid-servants.
rfifc»fabble-unfl’ill git you
I maintain,as a rule,
ing influenceof the old clock’sticking.
“A deplorable custom has been rethe Delaware marshes about the midEl you
Man’s a fool.
There
is
company
in
a
clock
as
well
as
in
a
cently introduced into $e theaters ; it —St. Paul Globe.
Don’t
dle of August; a week or so later they
I
pipe,
and
I
felt
almost
ns
peaceful
and
Watch
is that of gentlemen keeping their hats
Did yon ever wake np in the night
Out!
happy ns I would in my own far-away visit the Potoma cflats, where they linger from about the 20th of August to on while they are talking to a lady at and muse upon what a nice eternal fitOrphin Annie ..7., *hen the bine. i»
clothing,I crept into bed, the last of September or beginning of the door of her box. At the theater a ness there is about all things? Scisman should never be the first to salute sors came into use three centuries belampwtck sputters’ an’ the wind goes placing my small leathervalise on the fioor
THE ELF-CHILD.
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October, gradually diminishing in numbers toward the last. Long before the
H?khi7ofmthe la8t-haT6ielt lhe wild rice-maraheB of

her recognition, she has authorizedit. If she
lightnin’-bugs in dew is all squenched clock. It was soothing in its effects.
potoma0( others which have gone speaks to him he should not, no matter how much she insists, replace his
P-f. ^oret-inyadedithe ncepianta- hat
on his head until he leaves her. It
is not obligatory to call in at the boxes
l0T* J<m' ^ Ul<’ “M “d6dAU8Lk.h0“e “nd fnen'18 “Cr0BS “to known as “rice birda." and in Octoof all the ladies yon may know. For
AaTtoTp tb«po’ in* needy ones ’at clusters all qj a 8Udden a strange thing occurred. A her they move still further southward
a man who goes out a great deal this
_>ut,
I qneer feeling took possession of me. Some to their winter home within the tropics,
gpblxte-una 'U git you
would be impossible; besides, you
invisible
power
seemed
drawing
me
toward
In
Jamaica,
where
they
pass
the
winKf you
should not enter a ladies’ box at the
Don’t
that monster clock in the comer. In vain ter in large numbers, they feed upon
Watch
I attempted to throw off the
the geeds of the Guinea grass, and be- theater until yon have satisfied yonrOut!
At length, when powerless to resist the come 80 exce83iveivfat that they are self that it is not already overcrowded
impulse longer, I sprang np, and seizing there known ^ u*butter birds” The with visitors; it is also the correct
the light,
i greater portion of South America is thing to enter a box only when you are
TIMEPIECE.
piece. AN hen withm a few feet of the old
Inilnd in lUpir winter acquainted with all the ladies in it
clock I saw a strip of white paper hanging probably included
WA man should salute ladies as they
BY MOBBIB REDWING.
down over the glastcoveringto the face, range, since the nat onal collection
vs, •
'•
, w , I It was this then that looked so queer from contains a specimen from laraguay, are coming out of church, bnt never
as while journeying through NNales
gition on the bed. i lifted the paper, while numerous other South American inside it, unless he is ecconraged by a
(rasoMssof a nature that I need not n ^arrow Bjip turned it over, aud, to my localitieshave been recorded, the most glance of recognition, for a woman
emlam, that I met with the adventure
beheld writing in an irregular remarkable of which, perhaps, is the should never be disturbed in her relig-
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themoeni.

cricket, .nit, nn'
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to
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a lady, bnt wait until, by

1

1

feeling.
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about

to

One via«d

»

approached

THE DEADLY

mv

I

relate.

mti

w

my far off Galapagos Islands, which lie
Watch the 600 mile8 from the neflre9t mainland of
Ecuador. Although reed birds remain
Ecuador. Altnougu reea oiras remain
riT Otoe" tod Mnned ,OT 8CTeral ’reek* in 8 «'"en loo8,lik-':'

. band, and in English. “You saved

die."

^S^fu!.

rvTelf ridirn on horseback life’ * am not
.1 faun
and myself riding on horseback dorfe if you vould uot
* hillT
v
•
hilly conntrv
country in
in the south

of ^

T S-ma“

TtJ,h«

hou»e»wer° to be met

uienwmi

ft tftueoacjc ana
I the dock and'find this warning. Doubtless 1 nals do not, as a rme, remain over a
^ my and disagreeable a stretchas it had glio reckoned on my curiosity, since so day or two, and those which leave for
«r been my lot to encounter, and I have
time.pieeg would naturally attract the South during the one night are rewetod a great deal m the years that are
p]aced next dav by fresh arrivals from

a™

S’

j
attJntion>

^

wfirp

r>\0ht

^To.0 vouTs

I

,

hand.

A tlueer BOnsation*P«rhaP8 1wa8, fear; the North, theft latter becoming fewer
P88Bed '»™88h me as I tried the door
nntii n0 more are left to come. It mi.

B|.eZ toTook

ions meditations. If a gentleman
meets a lady on the arm of another
with whom he is not acquainted *he
should not salute unless her manner
encourages him to do so, and then he
should confine his salute to a profound
bow and pass on without stopping. If
the lady speaks the gentleman on whose
arm she is leaning should make a
slight movement as though to hold
himself to one side, and it is the place

o

...

drew forth my revolver,a weapon I always then a reed bird, that is it does not
Vbaln meditating on the lonelmess of the carriedwhileJ traVGlingt and extinguishedlive in the marshes. As there are no
1 was startled by a loud scream,
Tben j crawied behind the bed, seeds to feed upon then it takes to the
r*vP vm11

t*1?111

'
w

in

tttebfllsmtwain, just m
WIL.'ST#

__

? w ted

mv

tired

...

thg

.•#

o,i?nnC,.n with wenpon cocked for instant use, fields' and meadows, ond subsists
advance
Li.:^
nnnn inawaited developments.
chiefly, if not exclusively, upon in|

^beast forward,

and

Tick-tockwe“t

^

I

clock’ an1d..tkemo- sects.

=-"f ^

the
tho

••
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hound he gained on.

^K^MnAa
. With

;eh“nedtha

_

A moment
heard the creak of o |
a^SZnSh^heaonn.iof

I

h.p^Ung,

C

I

inter I

is

male bird is sometimes known in
North as the skunk blackbird. It

r
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°(or.
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Whatever .danger ,hreat;
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mad

cur,

who

h

T
d
amtei
8

bed.

fectionery store, says the Portland
Argus, and casually took an innocent-

A moment of

.

that

ad0 iust crosse

^tdbZ

batched out a brood of oh tokens. Mrs.
Rooster was probably off attending a
hen conveniionto send combs and
feathersto the poor naked heathen
pullets, and so was too busy to attend
to her own.— SI Paul Herald.
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a salon

your

In a salon ladies should be bowed to as wages raised already? Why, you have
profoundly as possible, no matter how not been in this country a month ; you
intimate you may be with them — the know* nothing of American housekeeppoliteness is not intended for them, but ing, and I am now paying yon as much
for the mistress of the house. You as the most experienced servants getl”
should always wait for a lady to offer “Yes, mum; I know,
But you
you her hand before taking it; if she see times is very dull now." “I should
is elderly you may carry it respectfully say they were.” “Yes,
Mo
to yom lips. It is generally the fash- brother Mickey is out on a strike; me
ion when a lady salutes a princess with cousin Jim’s out of work ; me cousin
the ‘grand salut de cour’ for the latter Philip, and cousin John, and cousin
to raise her up and kiss her on the George, they all had their wages reforehead. A lady should be bowed to duced." “Well, what has that to dq
from the day she takes her first com- with it?” “You see, mum, I must take
munion ; before that yon treat her ac- care of the whole family now, mum.”
cording to your degree of intimacy Philadelphia Call.
with her family. Between men the
Productiveof Profanity.
only rule in these matters is that the

mum.

i

1

—

,

—

,8,

,

how

1- 4 -u~
foe’
accompmiyL
sess.*”*

courseTcetiresolved on accept- frlend or
guTa invitation and

been

Astronomy i« 1 derful,
Bnt its 2 80 4
1 man 2 grasp, and that is why
after 6 o’clock p. m. with their hat in
I’d bettor say no more.
their hand, although it is the correct —H. C. Dodge, in Chicago Sun.
thing to do so earlier in the afternoon.
Mistress— “What! you want

men never enter

a

here?”

V

has

family.

“Well-bred

^ 8ole
t

8ix.Hhoote'r.

*
to

Wawrzywriazkowski

2

Uieepot rtere I had drawn rein.
ond which h„d been iDt(.tlded for said not a word, bnt his appealing look
was not an uncomely lass of> 1 mv hel>rt. The look that rested on the touched the heart of the proprietor, who
younger should always be the first to
U'an’afacewas fiendish in the extreme, remarked : “Theyarefilledwithbellbow, and that the elder should return
llSdiJS 1 1086 8nd confronted the demon p0ppera and are manufactured in Boston
the salute iu the same way that it is
h"rft^ hiu> cooked revolver.Behind him stood
0f helping along
given.
SiS?f^afactof
a,ma ''lth “ d8rk >a8t<!rn. whose hght she th ff
pr40tical jokers.” The
“You can enter your club with yonr
When tasked « f tavern
I victim said he wPas no prictical joker,
hat on your head, and you should not
die said in fair English:
remove it on entering a restaurantor
•public house, sir, but
i ana aasnea macuv inu» uie awh> 01 uiji-”"
---- —
^
cafe; yon can also keep it on in a
ihmv&en fiometimes.’
. ..
friend coming in, and be was at once
theater until you reach your seat, pro—
UP at tke
I pressed the
very anxious for the confectioner to
vided the piece has not commenced, in
•llmtH soon be dark; will you come
a flash and report followed, and the play
trick on him, forgetting
order that you may be able to remove
Mtor is tt from
would-be murderer lay a bleeding corpse
mean he thought it was a it when yon pass in front of a lady.
iwinted to at®y feet* Then 1 tOiMmy weapon Uoment before. The merchant acParis Letter in New Orleans Pica*
,

J.

mum.

came, and

suspense,then came a looking gumdrop from a tray and proshook the bed. An instant ceeded to crunch it. The eflect was
tai” the tale l8t?r 8 low erY; 8 hi88 «f. ™80,.8”d .d'58P- sudden and startling. It seemed as if
ftftsthfie,wrUhing in the agonies of death. P°Jnt“ent, and then a bright light illumi- bia moutb Was filled with molten lead,
sfcmale saw the work I had wrought na1S,eatne,BC.eiie,1
T
and the fumes of a powerful acid were
lin^uitlylellon her kncea,
mnnbend'n?over the ponring up the noatrUU. It started the
^and offered some sort of
“ueh clntching the hilt of a large kmfe, tears m the mans eyes, and created a
U.lness ere she Tenturedtonp- (he intof wfich he had driven through deep longing for a cooling drink. He
a

.ImfcS^^he dol

It is claimed that lovesickness
checks the growth of young people.
However this may be in a general
sense, it is not true in special In the
case of people in that condition, it is
well known that their lips frequently
grow fast — Texas Siftings.
An East Saginaw rooster recently

appointed a census taker in Milawankea It was a bad selection. After Mr.
Waw— and so forth— has written his
own name and that of his familv, he
will be so exhausted that his physician
of the lady to introduce the two men; will order him to spend' a couple of
although she need not do so unless she months at the seaside to reouperate.—
wishes. If two gentlemen are together Norristown Herald
and one bows to a lady the other
figurative astronomy.
should never bow ; to do so is to show
Aetronomy in 1 rfcrfol
And interesting, ;
a lack of tact and an impertinentdeTho car 3 volvos around the sua
sire to be presented.A well-bred man
Which makes a year 4 you.
makes no distinctionamong women
Tho moon is dead and calm,
By law of phya 0 great;
when salutingthem, no matter to what
It’s 7 where tho stars alive
class of society she may belong. When
Do nightly sciutil8.
he is with a lady he should not bow to
If watchful Providence be 9
With good in 10 tions fraught
any bnt those whom that lady knows,
Did not keep np ita grand design
excepting, of course, members of his
Wo boo.i would come to 0.

“a

the quickness of thought I foot, Nearer and nearer it
my revolver and leveled it at the side pauged at length beBide the

M

The plumage of the male

was invented.
Progress understandsher business.—
Chicago Ledger.
What is the difference between a
dog’s voice and the mist which rises
from a swamp? The latter is the dark
of a bog, while the former is the bark
of the dog. And yet the sun rises once
every day and doesn’t go down till sunset— IPas /ting ton Hatchet.
fore the art of printing

,-

"

haakrttfittJS yune.

.out hesitation. In an Instant he gasped
an two or tl.ee times, hnrnedly

_

_

“Look here, Squildig,”said Fangle,
“I thought this Indian school at Carlisle

was to aid in making moral

men

of the Indians.”

“Yon thought aright,” responded
Squildig.

“Bnt I find that instead of that it is
engaged in the work that will sorely
be .productiveof profanity."

“How

is

that?"

made three car-loads of
stovepipe and sent it to the different
Indian agencies. Just wait till the big
chiefs begin to put np these stovepipes^
“It has just

and see how "the school will make
A Popular Business.
moral Indians of them."— Piffs burgh
his glasses and wiped the tears from
Young Webster, who has been Chronicle.
eemed to recover from her fright “Then wo are even. I wanted to save his trembling eyes, and rushod toward ontHeof:employment
so long, has finally
" lenly, and refused to ride when I
vour life, but dared not let him know of my the door to get the air. When he came
Equal to Fire Clay.
persuaded his father to set him np in
my horse for her use.
back he said he had never suffered so
You can’t destroy a false set of teeth
business.
I am used to walking.”
She pointed at the dead outlaw as she in go short a time, during his whole
in the retort of a crematory. This I
She : Whathas he gone into ?
That was all, and I did not urge the mat8
life. He thought his tongue was burnHe: Firing China. He tells me its deem. one victory of art over nature.
ing off at the roots. The hard-hearted
______ icovered that she preferred to
quite a business, and he's going to make 'Our own teeth we can reduce to ashes
ned. “I have been connected with this wretch who had been the first victim,
immii ftlent, being of a morose disposiwith the rest of the body, but false
man for years, in acts of murder and rob- stood there and gloated over half a lots of money.
m naturally I thought.
teeth and gpld plate hold their own.
She:
'
Yes,
it
seems
to
be
quite
popbery. Yes, it is true, my hands are red dozen friends who came in and were
Tift ghi's home was a gloomy-looking
with human blood. ‘ Many travelers have treated. Some of them swore roundly, ular. Mr. and Mrs. Shying, across the Silver plates or anv other substance'
cottage built against the side of a
used by dentists will disappear,bnt 4,-;
hill 1 narrow road passed in front been lured here to their doom by me; their but the majority took it as a huge joke, street, occupy most of their spare time
bodies are buried under the house, and we
at.it, and they make quite a business D00 degrees of heat have been turned on;
..joda little distance from the house
and begged a few of the candied bellhave thrived from their gold. You, also,
of it, too. They ordered their four- artificial teeth without destroyingthem,
* stable in which my horse found shelif tl
would have formed one ofthom
down there peppers to feed their friends. At teenth dinner set yesterday.
and the gold rivets in the teeth after:
but for what yon did to-day. I did not length a nwspaper man eptered, and
that heat has been applied wiU also be
A. addled- aged, low-browedman met
the experiment was tried bn him. He
found intact— Crematory expert.
ftfttffedoor,and expressed a willingness wish you to die. This man was my husA
Useful
Man.'
band, and I am not sorry ho is dead— I never fliiohed a particle, did not reo finish mo shelter for the night.
Humanity owes at least one little
Genteel poverty means no carriages,
~Wc hain't the best of accommodation,” hated him! One favor, I ask of you, only; move his glasses, didn't even wink, but
do not set the officerson my track until devoured the confections as fast as debt of gratitudeto Emil Zola. W hen ao Norses, no box "at the opera, one
rfAtfis man, “but you won't starve, nor
aud I am content.”
they were given him. He said they he was poor he used to catch English lilk dress in the year, no society, and!
n aaqr sleep on account of a leaky roof. morning,
I made the required promise and she
were pretty warm, but he liked them sparrows and eat them. Now any man gloves made by any one else in the
Fftsiybodf tlrrnn sound at this house, sir.”
departed,not by the door, but into the
•I did not like the appearance of this
because they were sweet He would who will come to America and eat Eng- arorld except Jouvin.
like his sister he had a somber cast clock.
have kept on eating until the confec- lish sparrows can secure *
owner is the best
____ j, but he seemed more willtioner's stock was exhausted if he had mentat^*'^
to talk, and once inside he drew a
y,

I
i

intention.”

__
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ABB HATH PINS INJURIOUS!
A Pitiful Sight.
so Long.
What sadder sight can be Imaginedthan
i Fair treBMi man's imperial race ensnare,
Ttao New England Medical Monthly comThe
largest
percentage
of
neuralgic
! And beauty draws us with a single hair.
that of a noble man, whom the world can ill
ments Very favorably on the proverbially
No subject within the scope of human long and healthful lives of the Jews. Dr. headache seems to be among ladies, and afford to spare, stricken down In tlio prime
of a useful life by consumption. Thousands
Pickard bolds that this su periority Is duo to
soieuce is really so unimportant as to their stringenthealth laws. The Mosaic, like most certainly they have a cause. Some arc yearly filling consumptives' graves who
general well being, and yet the question the older Egyptian code, Is very strlhgentre- have attributedit to the hair being tightly might bo saved by the timely use of Dr.
of the hair and beard, its cut and color, garding the eating of flesh and other articles drawn over the head and held in place by Pierce's“Golden Medical Discovery,” which
is a positive cure for tonsumption In its
has been more prolific of custom, rule of food. Of the animals examined, a large hair-pins; in this way the nerves of the early stages. It la the beat alterativeand
proportion are always condemned as
and law than almost anything connect* unlit for food. People who eat meat scalp are irritated and neuralgia caused. pectoralin the world. All druggiata.
indiscriminately, arc very prone to disorders
ed with mankind.
Belief is sometimes experienced by reWhen a bachelor saya ho is single from
The champions of long hair and short of the blood and of the kidneys,for meat is
composed of nitrogen, which the kidneys moving the hair-pins,but it is only tem- choice it makes him mad to ask him why the
hair have ranged themselves under have to remove from the blood, and of course
girla made choice of some other fellow.— -CAiseparate banners, shed each other’s they cannot do this successfullyexcept by porary.
cago Tribune.
J. P. Mallefte, of the Mallotte & Rayblood, disturbed whole communities, the aid of Warner’ssafe cure, the best kid*
Itfan’a inhumanity to woman makes
and made history for an idea that could ney strengthener, unless it is temperately mond Manufacturing Company, No. 320 countless thousands mourn, would be an
partaken of and only the very best meat is
promote neither happiness nor content- used. Jews also use alcoholicliquors very South Canal street, Chicago, tells as fol- applicablerendering of Pope’s lino, in view
ment for either side.
sparingly,and thus keep up good digestion, lows how his wife was completely cured of of the Indignities she bas suffered and pains
undergone at the hands of unskilled phyFamilies have been divided by it, di- and then again they are a holiday-lovingand neuralgia:
siciansand quacks. Naturally modest, she
vorces have been granted in conse- Babbath-observlng clun—Hoxuekecper.
“Yes; she was sick off and on for a long suflors on until forced tocdnsulta physician
quence of it, and legislators,in all ages
regardingsome female difficultywhich sbo
Pure Food In England.
time, but a half bottle of Athlophoros cured well knows Is sapping her strength.All this
but our own, have enacted laws to enOnt of 113 samples of food submitted I her so that she has not suffered any since. I embarrassmentcan bo avoided and a cure
force compliance with their own pecul-

Why Jews Uve

Hair and Beard.

f

.

m this trivial matter. Comsense eventually regulated the
affair and gave to every person the
right outside of the tyranny of fashion’s
whims to care for the exterior of his
bead and to shape the natural covering
of his face according to individual
iar views

cer of the parish of Inslington
the last year, not one was found to be
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STRICTLY
PURE*
Opium
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CHEAPEST

AND CROUP
REMEDY.

coat of alms,” said a tramp,

adulterated. This will be a shock to But ae th<, treatmentshe was uuder gave tapping the ragged garment the deacon of a
church had just given him.— JfercAant Travthe pessimistswho hug themselves in ^er no reliefi I meiBtcd on her trying Atheler.
the belief that in this devil-driven ape lophoros. After using half a bottle the
As an Expectorant It has no EqaaL
There !• acarcely n <Usca«e of
honesty
is
impossible.
They
may
fairneuralgia
was
gone,
and
has
not
returned
sentiment
the human system, acute or chronic, which
Ecclesiastical governments, adopting ly take comfort in their favorite for- gince. I told a gentleman at the Walnut Vinkoar Bitters will not retard and lesson,
ninety-nine cases out of a hundred it
8t Paul’s declaration that “long hair mula: “It is too good to be true. House, Grcencastle,Ind., where I was and
will cure. In large doses the BittersIs caIN THREE SIZE BOTTLES,
was an abomination unto a man,” have
Price,
25 ots., 50 cts. and $1 per botfe
n°‘ 1 tonic, a gentle
t0°to;
ln
“ “
‘
made a vigorous war against the sinfnl, cure the intense sufferingthat hettdid
was enpurgative,
invlgorator,
and
Tho 25-CENT BOTTLES tre pptopfor^ eews
.ness of the custom, and fulminated in
noditionof •if who dotirtj imply • COUGH
der
I *-8 »e -Id have tk* coat of the medi- 1
opposition to it from the pulpit os barWhy is the world like a piano? Because it is
the
articles
analyzed
are
manufactured
ciu® added to my hotel bill,
barous, unclean and unholy; but at the
full of sharps and flats.
eome time they have permitted, toler- outside the parish of Islington, so that “Well, did it core him?”
Direction*accompany etch
ok bottle.
IDIOMS DSAUEM.*
sraou> ax All Mai
ated and sold
)M immunity from sins, even if the tradesmen of that delightful “Yes; it cured him at once. I have reodistrict have themselves taken to heart ommended it to at least fifty different per-

~

“

the

men Hi

th"U°

m

not of the hair or beard, but
of the heart and mind and con- the
science, of greater enormity and more commit adulteration, it is impossible JameB GKibbln> room 33/ft0. 125 Dearworthy of denunciation and suppres- to believe that m no single case have bom Btreet> Chicago, 111., is enthusiasticin
outside manufacturers imposed upon his praise of the medicine that has cured
sion.
Woman’s tresses have turned the them with adulteratedgoods. It is re- him of his rheumatism after he had tried
poet’s lyre, nerved the warrior’s steel, assuring,nevertheless, to learn that 113 in vain many differentremedies as well as

co—ent

J, N,

HssSS

PATENTS
FREE. W
as to

patentability

BIB OFFER.
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Medicine did me no good. It Free from Opiate*
nothing. His .most careful selection could produce I to my
life and hopes are staked on her vo- such a result. — Fall Mall (jdzette. 1 looked as if I was doomed to suffer on
without any relief.”
luptuous locks; he awakens from his
Maryland, My Maryland* I “How did vou come to use Athlophoros,
dream of bliss only when, in a moment
Maryland legislators,who are always Mr. Gibbin?
of curiosity, he discovers it is false, a
AT Dicoout* aid Dkalhi.
alive to the publio interests, have indorsed “It was in this way. My occupation ATHBWCTUmS ^TOflKLKl CO., HAITI IQMMP.
chignon.
the
new
discovery,
Red
Star
Cough
Cure,
bSing
that
of
a traveling man, I had the
Lank hair, among the ancients, was
because it contains neither morphia nor opportunity of coming in contact with many
a sign of cowardice ; auburn hair, or
opium, and always cures. The price is rheumatic sufferers, and consequently was
light brown, evidencedgreat susceptionly 25
recommended to use all the leading remligence and goodness are

HARRIS & CO. (Limitei), Prop’rv
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

TSSW.'SESJBSe

and drawn woefnl sighs from the depths specimens of food which contain no physicians.
injuriousadmixture can be discovered “It was inflammatoryrheumatism that
of the lover’s heart.
in any district of London. The pnblio had a ten hold on me,” he says. “Many
All other features aVe, to the enthusiastic lover, subordinate; beauty, intel- will find it difficult to believe that the

Biiair

17 years’ oiportsaafc.
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Operating Washing Machines. If yonwi
tumid us your name. P.O., and expresno:
•once. The National Co.. 39 Oxy Hr
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SAFE.

SURE.

PROMPT.

’

cents.

bility to the tender passion ; black hair
was not highly esteemed, the possessors

of it being thought jealous and quarrelsome ; red hair, in general, was an
aversion,a mark of reprobation,even
before the time of Judas. “As wicked
as a red ass’’ was freely applied to any
one having bright red hair, and was a
popular and opprobrious saying, and,
to make the sentiment more binding,
one of that patient tribe of quadrupeds
was made to atone for it every year by
being thrown from a high w’all.
The Romans never adopted long
hair, as later nations did, deeming it
effeminate and unbecoming, alike for
scholar, statesman, or warrior. A few
of them may have done so, but it was
after they had ceased to be a nation of
warriors and became scented courtiers.
Shaving, by the Roman youths, was an
event looked forward to, and commenced at about the age of twenty-one.

How
The

to Open

Letters.,

art of opening letters addressed

I

edies on the market, many of which I used
With no benefit whatever. During my trips

I

j

to other people and refastenmg them rheumatiBm> she could not walk at the time
so that no one will know is a profession
met her, but was rolled around

'ra

in Spain. In the postoffice they have in an invalid chair. Whenever I went there
a dark chamber where experts inquire we always compared notes on me
the rnenrheuinto things, and these have long since malic question. One day last winter I was

gummed

as to

how she

The Franks wore long hair, which
was the distinguishingmark of kings
and nobles. An old liistorian remarks
“The hair is never cut from the heads

along the opening, the slightest pressure conceivableis applied, widlol the
letter is whole as ever.— IFai/.

it
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their

made. Work sent by mall. Nocanraww
lug. We hire good demand for our work,
furnish steady employment. ' Andres*,
stamp. CaowwMro.Co..2t>iVlDeBUr

'easily
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btRMAN REMEDY
For Pain-***
/SKWKi*.

Upon inquiry
Athlophoros

A Valuable Medical Treatise.

1.0*

THE GREAT

got well she said

“Not at all.”
If you can not got Athlophouosof your druggist, we will send it, express paid, on receipt of
regular price— one dollar per bottle. Wo prefer

Ill(ANTED

p^tra

I
j

hot platinum wire for letters sealed
had done the work. Knowing what a wonwith wax is out of date. The favorite derful cure this was, as her case was a very
means is said to be with a knife sharper severe one, I ot once commenced using the
than a razor, which is run along the medicinemyself. The relief and cure was
bottom of the envelope. The letter very quick."
“How much did you take in all?”
having been extracted and then re“Four bottles."
placed after the officialsof the post“Have you had any return of the comoffice have learned what is going on, a
plaint?”
fine line of liquid cement is drawn

,v5
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wait*

Vlnecar Bitten, a pur*
aud tonic, puridea the
liver

and kidney*, and will restore
health,however lost

Vinegar Bitten 1* the
beet remedy discoveredfor
promoting digestion, caring
headache
eadachei
and‘ increasing
the
vital powers.
Vinegar Bitten asaim-
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juxo importation a*
The editionfor 188C of the sterling Medical AthlophorosCo.. 112 Wall street. Now York.
rived
venter, and stands at the headof all family rein....... ,
Annual, known as Hostetler’s Almanac, Is now
edids. No house should ever be without it.
buying facilitiosbel
“Yoltogal” on Electricity.
>i>i«iutlid,thone is
ready, and may be obtained,free of cost, of
Vinegar Bitter* cures Malarial,Bilious and
such opportunity
of the Frankish kings’ sons; it is parted druggists and general country dealersin all
The PassengerDepartment of the Chica- other fevers, diseases of the Heart, Liver and fend elsewhereto procure flrst-clsss Animals
on the forehead and falls equally on parts of the United States; Mexico, and indeed go, Rock Island and Pacific Railway an- Kidneys, and a himdred other painful disorders. cunioest breeding at very lowest prices. Every l
Send for either of our valuable reference mal duly recorded and giurnntei-d.Terms to suit
both sides. They sprinkle their hair in every civilizedportion of the Western Hem- nounce the publication of a new and books for ladies, for farmers, for merchants,our customers.Catalogues ou application.
with gold-dustalter plaiting it in small isphere. This Almanac ijas boon Issued regular- valuable work— whose scope and intent is MedicalTreatise on Diseases, or our Catechism
GALBRAITH BROS.. Janesville. WIs.
on Intemperanceand Tobacco,which last should
bands, which they ornament with pearls ly at the commencementof every year for over
I TUT)
bo lu tho hands of every child and youth In the
In every land is* subjectto
onc-fifth of a century. It combines, with the
and precious metals.”
country.
soundest practical advice for the preservation tricity; or, Ned Benson’s Adventuresand
Any two of the above books mailed free on Goughs, Croup & Whooping Cough.
It nos been written by some one that
and restoration of health, a large amount of inreceipt of four cents for registrationfees.
Dionysius, the tyrant, was so fearful of terestingand amusing light reading,and the Talk with One of the Genii," by “A Man”
of the Rock Island Route— respectfully B.H. McDonald Drug Co., C32 Washingtonfit..N. V
violence that he would permit no one calendar, astronomicalcalculations, ohronologieal item*. Arc., are prepared with great care, dedicated to the Boys and Girls of
to shave him, aud that he singed his and will be found entirely
sly accurate.
acc
The issue America, by the General Ticket and Pas- BUY SALZER’S <U('r*M*,wu.)SEEDS. uu-rw*.
beard off with hot walnut shells; and of Hoatetter’aAlmanac for lb8fi will probably senger Agent of tho Chicago,Rock Island A NEW SIMPLIFIED METHOD FOR PLAYING
bo the largest edition of a medical work ever
THE BANJO id sight, without study. Uy
so either the tyrant rid himself of his published in any country. The proprietors, & Pacific Railway. It is an appropriate
mail, £i cents ; nlco list of HO tunes Hont.
beard in some other way, or did not Messrs.Hostetter Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa , on re- sequel to Watt- Stephens on steam and its
ACME MUSIC CO., Clilciuco. Illinois.
ceipt of a two-cent atamp, will torward a copy
uses, which attained such a popularity a
shave at all; probably the latter.
by mail to any person who cannot procureone
year ago. It is a carefully
The greatest prejudice has existed lii his neighborhood.
phlet of 80 pages, elegant! j
against the wearing of the beard and
will be sent to any applicant on receipt
Overdoing It.
the style of the hair. Archbishop Tait
10 cents in postage stamos. Address ,
forbade one of the clergy to officiate in
Judge Smythe had been mayor of a
from suffererseverywhere; and UwlloUllflllvU
E. St. John,
la reply sends good advice and valuable books.
bis own church because he had grown certain
artain small town for ten consecutive General Ticket and Passenger Agent C.,
omtninerm
a mustache. Lord Justice Knight years. On the evening of his installa- R. I. & P. Railway, Chicago, 111.
if. BaUrrSlf.
Bruce refused to hear the case of a tion, a complimentary dinner was
xpcntti in fd<
Rescued from Death.
l! Psrilculfn
_______
__*!
barrister because be wore a beard; and given him. Of course, the health of
Boston. Mask.
numerous instancesmight be cited the mayor was proposed. The man William J. Coughlin, of Somerville, Maas., A
1 1 H 1 MV
iftlOKA L
to show the disfavor which the wearing who proposed the toast was something I
American (Indian).
^ tho faU of
with
THEIR
PARENTS TO _
of a beard has excited.— Geori/e P. of an enthusiast, and he turned himself DLEEpIN° of lungs, followed by
0 P I
C
3H- ® 17 JVI X* T X
wr r
Goff, A. M., in the Ingleside.
£side out, so to speak, in the following
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Proposals in Utah.
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*Tn Salt Lake, yon know, it is perpetnally loap year- and a lady can ask Bbjno
I gave up hope, but a friend told mo of DR
a man to marry ndr if she desires to
“No, no,” exclaimed the Mayor. “I WILLIAM HALL’S BALSAM FOR THE
risk the chances of a refusal. Not don’t want to compel my successor in LUNGS. I got a bottle, when, to my surprise,
many of them do, though, as a general
office to attend to his duties in the I commoncod to fool hotter, and to-day I feel
rule, but papa (Brigham Young) had a
dark. "—Texas
I better than for throe years past
great many offers. Aunt
asked
him to marry her, Pm sure,” she (Mrs. • • v • Confidentialadvice, to either eer,
A Hundr^A *r

Siftings.

McAllister) continued, addressing the on delicate diseaeee.Book 10 cents
latter sentence to her mother, where- Address, World’s Dispensary
elation, 603 Main St, Buff'
upon a pleasant dispute over the proposal ensued, which was finally ended
Evert cloud has e
by the younger lady’s positive declara- so with solid silv'
tion:

“Well, I just know he wouldn’t have
married her unless she had asked him.”
Then to the reporter she said : “Aunt
Ann Eliza proposed to papa, too.”
“Don’t be tod sure of that, my dear,
interposed the mother.”
“Well, if she didn’t, her mother did,
anyhow. The old lady kept calling on
papa until finally he gave in and married her.” — Interview in the San
Francisco Alta- California,

nickol-plated.-
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“May our worthy Mavor be spared U10 Ho8PitaL Tho doctors said I had a hole in
to us for manv years to come, or as ray lun& as big as a half dollar. At ono
long as sun, moon, and stars, do time a report went around that I was dead.
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Cherokee Remedy ol Sweet Cum and Mulleftfc.
The HweetOnrafrom a tree of the same name ffrew*Ing in the Honth. combinedwith a tea made from thfr*
Mullein plant of tlisoldfields. For sale by all
Taylor’s

dru^

Qiasteri^^^w^nshe^anniment.

at once of h-h*
Price, cloth.H. C.H.JON

BUY NORTHERN DROWN SEEDS.
liable tested Northern Crown Seeds, splendid
by kl Don’t imv worthies*Bt«U when for i-— —
BY MAIL. CaUloirfre.
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Cheap Cash

®. Ittion.
Band Findeth to

What mind
tion,

when

jects

which impelled the

!

The undersignedhas purchased the store and
stock of goods of M. Jonkman.on River street,
opposite the Phoenix PlaningMill, and will hereafter condnct the hnslness. Ho has a large stock of

not filled with admira-

is

Store

do,

with thy Xi^ht."

It

contemplating the noble obefforts of the

HUNTLEY,

JAS.

Crockery,

CUTTERS and SLEISHS.
The popular wagon manufacturer

II

Estimates given for

all

kinds of buildings, finished and completed.

FLIEMAN

J.

has in stock a number of the

CUTTERS
made by the

philanthropistsand statesmenWilberforce,

Howard, Washington, and Lincoln. Obappeared
ment

Flour and Feed,

Planing and Re-sawing

apparentlyalmost insurmountable

stacles

in the

way

of the accomplish-

cherishedwishes. The

of their

view of the

in taking a

field

and Glassware,

to be won,

Stairs,

upon

world considered it as promoting

POWDER

mankind. Were there not statutesiu the
Mosaic Law, which bound the slave to
his master? Was it not a sinful madness
to remove this divine

to attempt

Absolutely Pure.

institu-

This powder never varies.A marvel of purity,

Did not those hands do with

all their

GOOD NEWS

might the work that they found to do?

work to sunder the bonds

from the captive so that he might
God, his

of

Ifl

Teas

_

children might be his own, and not at any

moment

be torn from him, and, he forced

no longer

thizing lover of his race could

endure to

see

men who

were accountable
compelled

to their Creator for their acts,

do

by the stinging strokes of the lash to
the bidding of another.

He

succeeded.

His object was attainedand his

memory

is embalmed in the minds of all great and
good men. Do not the descendants^of
the enfranchised ones bless his name?

Let us enquire of what kind of slavery he

was the means of releasing them. Was
not of the body

found the work

it

only? But his hands had
to do, and the evil was

sufficientlygreat to call forth all his ener-

gies. Is there not a similar work

us

for

do? Are there not slaves among us?
a terrible yoke?

to

slaves groaning under.
Slaves impelled as

by

if

a scorpion lash to

___ _

R. E.
Holland, Mich.. July

By All

Means Purchase Nimrod

?

*1.00 for

the Acme

Van O’likda.

New

you must give it a
warm reception with Dr. Bull’s Cough
Syrup, the standard cough remedy of our
age. For sale by all druggists at twentyget rid

of

IP.

HL.

it,

five cents a bottle.

Mracalous Escape.
W. W. Reed, druggist, of Winchester,
Ind., writes: “One of my customers,Mrs.
Louisa Pike, Bartonia, Randolph Co.,
Ind., was a long sufferer with Consump-

If

you want a dally paper take

We

SOLE

are

Herald.

The newspaper which has the largestmorning circulation in Chicago. For sale by all newsmen.
By mall, 60 cents per month. Address

AGENTS

120

and

122

Fifth Ave., Chicago, In.

SHERWIN

-

WILLIAMS

Otto Breyman

PREPARED PAINTS.

Metratmco.,

lealer it

Jewelry, Welches,

TIR/Y" THIEjIMI.

WIIjIMB

KREMER8 & BANGS,
Holland, Mich., October

Manufacturerof

1,

1886.

Mortgage Sale.

!

AND WOODEN PUMPS,
Porcelain-lined,Iron-lined, Maple

Default having been made in the condition, of a
Cylinder certain mortgagedated May fourth, (4th), A. D.
1870, and executed by Robert Akerly, and Bary C.
and all the diflerentkinds of pumps.pipe and iron.
his wife, to George W. Joscelyn,and recorded
August second (2nd), A. D. 1870, iu the offee of
the Register of Deeds for Ottawa county, Michigan, in liber U, of mortgages,on page 404, upon
which mortgage there Is claimed to be due at the
date of this notice,five hundred and sixty dollars
(I&60.00):and no suit or proceedings

the debt
now,

DIAMONDS,
Silrtmre,

Mm

Gold and

Silver

ui

1m

Cook

and was given up to die by her pny-

slojans. She heard of Dr. King's

Dicovery

for

Consumption,and begun

me.

buying

it

walked

to this city, a distance of six miles

and is

of

now

so

In six months' time she

much improved she

quit using it. She feels she

has

owes

her life

H.

Walsh’s

to it.” Free trial bottles at

Drugstore.
11,000.00

We
for

offer

of throat or

last stages of the disease

dollars reward

lung trouble (the
excepted) which

cannot be relieved by a proper use

X.

First day of

Watches at Sea-

of

Dr.

Stone’s Bronchial Wafers. Pleasant

Fotmar* A. D. 1886,

NOS

H

ever displayed in this city.

I

also keep on hand a large '.assortmentof

SPECTACLES
.<r

a

.

..

.

Come

AND SEE ME.
„ , COME 1886.
PETER
WILMS.
H.

82.

oar

No

E.

ie-ly

HEROLD,

has just received a large stock of the latest
styles of Ladies' and Gentlemen’s

BOOTS & SHOES

Lamb.

among which

are the celebrated

quaint and delightful “Essays of Elia,” a

new edition of which has recently been

GROYER BAND SEWED

by Alden, “The Literary Revolution” publisher of New York. Turn to
any of your cyclopedias and they will tell
you that Charles Lamb was one of the
most charming essayiststhat the English
language has ever known, and also that
issued

SHOISS.

cheap and

whiskers;

not rub off

cs well os the best blood purifyingmedi-

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, \
PREPARED BT
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Han,
[Analytical Chemists.]
Sold by

all

TUTT’S
25 Y
Triumph

The Greatest

of the

Aget

SYMPTOMS OP A
Loss of appetite,Bowels eoetlee, Fata la
the head, with a dill aentatlon In the
back part. Fala ander the ahoalder*
blade, Fallneae after eating, with a disinclinationto exertion of body or mind,
Irrliubllltr of temper, Low spirits, with
a feeling of bar Ing neglected eome dntjr,
Weariness,Dlzzinese, Flattering mt tbe
Heart, Dots before the eyee, Headache
over the right eye, Restlessness, with
fltfnl dreams, Highly colored Urine, and

TUTT’S PILLS
!

Increase
Take o

Having jost secured the services of a
• capable shoemaker, es-

competentand
teerdt

tftkewar never beforS^bllaSd?A

'\tistom

ESiPSS r

work.

^AC^nrS WANTED
Is

I
tmt-teUingall other*.

OrmonekmdrtdflbMMMUpplic&tIons for agendea
received. We have many aguma who

SODA

IfeSisSSE
iKSf
aw.

TUTTS

Ghat Hair or Whi sexes oL
Glossy Black by a single application of
thin Die. It imparts ft natural color, acts
instantaneously. Sold by Druggists,or
sent by express on receipt c

Repairing promptly and neatly

AGENTS!'Thii book

produced.Price!

pecial attention will be paid to

account of the conspiracy to asesasinato

_

tlio"ri.B^!or*ans.H«BiUar SI

V.w

Office, 44 Murray 8t.a

Yo.k-

done

wmimi

CALL AND SEE US.
nMm, EIGHTH

STREET.
E.

Holland,

HEROLD.

Mirb., Sept. 4, 1885.
i -

teM,

^

are especiallyadapted

to such cases, one dose effects•nch a
change of f ee i n gastq as^ni* h the suff erer .
They

Best Mihe Worll

?/A'.

^

Druggists: Price $1;

Six bottles for $6.

body to

_

reliable article,
convenient for use, and will

concentrated to the high-

CONSTIPATION.

his “Essays of Elia” are the choicest of
bis works. They are not merely the first
work of their class, but like “Pilgrim's
Progress” and “Robinson Crusoe,” they
constitutea class by themselves. The
volume is certainly one of the most delightful of the books described in Mr.
Aden’s 148-page illustrated catalogue,
which he offers to send for 4 cents, or the
16-page catalogue which is sent free. Addr.«. John B. Alden, Publisher,New
York City. Yates & Kane Agents in this

for the

is

est practicable degree, for beyond any

TORPID LIVER.

Just like nothing that ever appeared be-

and

diseasescaused by the vitiation of

blood. It

BREYMAN.*

fore them, or has since appeared, ^are the

Try Buckingham's Dye

the

all

represented.

graving

"EUa” and Charles Lamb.

It is an elegant, safe,

Is composed of tho genuine Honduras
Sarsaparilla, with Yelloio Dock, Sttilinpia. the Iodides of Potassium and
Iron, and other ingredlcnta
ingredue
of great potency. carefully
_______ llv and
and scientifically compoumleu. Its formula is generallyknown
to the medical profession,and the best
Dhysidansconstantly prescribe Ayer'S
SARSAl’AillLLA US OQ

cine, in the world.

be just

Stone Medicinr Co., Quincy, 111.

c«y-

Reganerative Medicine

arc claimed,and is thereforetho cheapest,

•

Charles

and always reliable
blood-purifyingmedicine. It is so effectual un alterative that it eradicatesfrdhi
the system Hereditary Scrofula, and
the kindred poisons of contagiousdiseases
and mercury. At the same time it enriches and vitalizes the blood, restoring
healthful action to the vital organs ana
rejuvenatingthe entire system. Thisgreat
1* the only powerful

other preparation for which like effects

the Goods are warranted

Holland, April

it.

dyer’s Sarsaparilla

FULL LINE OF GQLD PENS.

Sample free. Address,

A unique genius, that of

produced by

Absolute Cure

. and
one o'clock In the afternoon of said day, at the
front door of the court house of Ottawa county,
Michigan, In the city of Grand Haven, In aafd
county, there will be sold atpnblic auction or vendue, to the highest bidder, the premises in said
All
mortgage described, or so much thereofas will
satisfysaid debt and the Interest and expense of
to
as
this advertisement and sale, viz.: The southeast
quarter 04) of the northwest quarter04) and the
I am prepared to do repairing and en
•outhweatquarter (X) of the northeast quarter 04)
»nd in the beat manner
of section three (8). town five (6) north of range
Dealer in the leading
class
of
agricultural
Implesixteen
(16)
west,
lylog
the
town
of
Holland,
'V
and examine
stock.
inresuers,oaw
anus, Ottawa County, Michigan.
„M. ““Pne.,
®.nll(i,es»jrbrerhere,
Saw Mills,
Wind Mills,Self-binding Reapers, Mowers,
srs. BugGEORGE W. JOSCELYN, trouble to show Goods.
jries. Wagons, Plows, Spring Tooth Harrows,
rows, aT
all
„
Mortgagee.
0.
mat Farmers
era need except money, and that yon
yoi
Holland, Michigan, November 4, A. D. 1885.
Holland,
Mich.,
May
12, 1884.
can make b
by buying of me as I will
sell very rea.......
40-18t
sonable. Fair
dealing and good goods.
-----------

to take and contain nothing injurious.

i-

mors, Boils, Carbuncles, Erysipelas,
Purulent Ulcers, Nervous and Physical Collapse,etc. If allowed to continue, Rheumatism, Scrofulous Catarrh, Kidney and Liver Diseases,
Tubercular Consumption, and vari-

For

The largest assortmentof
TD T A. TS/L O N !D
I

at

m

Seward.

one thousand

any case

mortgage contained, and of the statute in snch
case made and provided, notice la hereby given
that on tho

New

Eczema, Cutaneous Eruptions, Tu-

sonable Prices,

said
tion,

can only be cured by a thorough purification of the blood. If this is neglected,
the diseaseperpetuates Us taint through
generation after generation.Among its
earlier sympti
jtomatic developments are

THE CHICAGO HERALD.

for the

for Illus-

Wells

SCROFULA

ous other dangerous or fatal maladies,are

The Chicago

Carlisle, 0.

Wilms’ (Mrate! Wooisii Iriye

Chicago, 111.

enough

Lock Box E.

(To be Continued.)

CHICAGO WEEKLY HERALD,

Flavoring Extracts?

trated circular, Ac.
A cents Wonted.

might to remove

sample. Address

for free

BURNS

funded. Bend

the eyil.

want to

Perfumes, and

ROOTS AND ALL,
GREEN OR DRY.
Fend

ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR,
has eight large pages each week, and is Allied
with the most entertainingmatter prepared especiallyfor weekly readers. The news of the entire week is presented, together with market reports. stories,sketches and numerous items. Send
It

petroleum,
aul phur, saltpeteror explosives,but is a compound, which, if put in
the stump and set fire
to, will burn It,

tate. Let us look about us for the reme-

you

it could be
cured by a king's touch, The world la
wiser now, and knows that

Patent Medicines,

No crude

body. The temperance cause,
labors to save body, mind, soul and es-

cold is unlike most visitors:—If

because of a superstition that

Has a large circulationbecause it Is the best Family Newspapaper published In Chicago for

STUMPS.

to save the

8.

TVas the name formerly given to Scrofula

the cheapest place In the city to buy

CO.
Petersburg, Va.

Penetrative to burn 12
largeorlSsm&ll stumps.
Batlsf action guaranteed
or money cheerfully re-

FLIEMAN,

KING’S EVIL

Pure Drugs,

-THEQREAT CME PENETRATIVE.

Wilberforce worked so nobly. He labored

M.

J.

Holland, Mich. Oct. 23, 1884.

VENEABLE &

POSITIVELY

I will sell at astonishingly low prices In
order to make room for my fall stock.

Call and examine and give me a trial.

Retailers.

If

dy and labor with our

plalnsoaled envelope yVee. Druggistacanfilllt.
Address DR. WARD A CO., Louisisna, Mo.

PREMIUM GOODS.

we have seen this
silvery our hands have found something
to do. The object is a thousand times
more important than the cause for which
force them to obey

which
In

OTHERS

nt
RELIABLE SELF-CURE

WERKMAN.

23, 1885.

and

aware that the

Is

8. W.

FARMERS

COST.

A favo
favorite prescription of onevpf tbs

PLUG Central Drug Store
TOBACCO!
Every box has a ticket In It entitlingthe holder
to a share in the distribution of Fine Gold
Watches and Chains, Quadruple Sllver-Pllted
Ware, Tea Pots, CoffeePots,Knives, Forks and
Spoons. Nimrod is the best chew and the
greatest seller. Always in good order and gives
good satisfaction. It is packed in styles which
preserve the Pliant, Ripe, Cheesy condition. It
is the choice of the chewer and never sticks on
the dealer'shands. For sale by all Jobbers and

Sleighs of Every Description.

wishing anythingIn my line can do no better than
by callingon mo. I have a large stock of readymade work In

IR. IT

'

from them if the stinging strokes did not

A

Give me a Call.

Gold Band orMoss Roee China
Tea Set, or Handsome Decorated
Rose Dinner Set, or Gold Band Moaa

Gold Band Mom
Decorated Toilet T

HUNTLEY.

FREE!
BS

have a lot of

on hand which I propose to sen at

1883.

27,

a

ful

a master whom they would spurn

serve

Holland, May

#Br

from them for life? The sympa-

to part

the corner of Tenth street,

telephone In the store, and all orders
given through it will be promptly attended to.

LADIES.

Greatest inducements ever of.
ferud. Now’s your time to fret up
orders for our celebrated
and CofleeH.and secure a beauti-

call the

him and made in the image
own? So that his wife and

body, given

Shop on River street,

JA8.

charge.
There is

they boat everything.The dash Is a new device
which cannot be broken.

I also

discourage-

York.

Vfas not the

Goods will be delivered to near
any part of the city free of

and com-

Strength and Durability

furnished.
Office and

strengthand wholesomeness. More economical
than toe ordinarykinds, and cannot he sold In
ments, the sympathizing philanthropist competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
Kept steadilyon his course. Was he not cans. Royal Raking Powdkk Co., 106 Wall-st,
89-48w
conscious of a Saviour's approving smile? New

tion. Notwithstanding the

cutters for ease
are superior,while in

made and

Brackets, etc.,

With honest and fair dealing ho hopes to retain
all old customers of the store and obtain many
new ones.

looked

the earliest ages of

as coeval with

it

Hand Railing, Sash

Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,

God and men

their temporal interest. Christians

Milwaukee.These
for

his work. Christian nations regarded
of the

of

done on short notice.

first

saw almost every government hostile to
slavery as an institutionof

NorthwesternSleieh Company

m

M

'•4/4

>

